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Abstract
As requested by the European Commission,the development and integration
of decentralized renewable energy sources require, among other things, the
introduction of energy communities. Energy communities are a voluntary
group of local consumers and generators. They are capable of increasing
the economics of renewable generation as well as appropriately reflecting
the interests of their members. This thesis aims to give a comprehensive
analysis of energy communities. Therefore, three scientific approaches provide
insights into (i) the value creation of energy communities, (ii) the functionality
of allocation algorithms and (iii) safeguarding a stable community. This
work’s modeling approaches use methods from optimization and game theory.
Methodical contributions and quantitative case studies demonstrate that
energy communities reduce costs and emissions, if the frameworks are designed
appropriately. Additionally, efficient distribution and clearing algorithms
increase the participants’ utility the energy communities’ stability. The three
approaches investigate different case studies and discuss the implications for
actors within and outside the energy community. Finally, a critical reflection
allows identifying future directions of research for energy communities.

V

Kurzfassung
Wie von der europäischen Kommission gefordert, bedarf der Ausbau und
die Integration von dezentralen erneuerbaren Energieträgern unter anderem
die Einführung von Energiegemeinschaften. Energiegemeinschaften stellen
einen freiwilligen Zusammenschluss von räumlich lokalen Verbrauchern und
Erzeugern dar, welche in der Lage sind die Wirtschaftlichkeit von erneuerbarer
Erzeugung zu steigern und das Interesse der Mitglieder besser abzubilden.
Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist die umfassende Analyse dieser Energiegmeinschaften. Hierzu geben drei wissenschaftliche Ansätze Einblicke in (i)
die Wertschöpfung von Energiegemeinschaften, (ii) die Funktionsweise von
möglichen Verrechnungsalgorithmen und (iii) die Sicherstellung einer stabilen
Gemeinschaft. Für die Modellierung der Energiegemeinschaften werden Methoden aus der Optimierung und Spieltheorie genutzt. Durch die methodische
Beiträge und quantitativen Fallbeispiele kann diese Arbeit zeigen, dass Energiegemeinschaften, unter den richtigen Rahmenbedingungen, in der Lage
sind Kosten und Emissionen zu reduzieren, während es effiziente Verteilungsund Abrechungsalgorithmen ermöglichen, den Verbrauchernutzen und die
Stabilität der Energiegemeinschaft zu steigern. Die drei Ansätze untersuchen
unterschiedliche Ausprägungen von Energiegemeinschaften und erörtern die
Konsequenzen für Akteure innerhalb und außerhalb der Energiegemeinschaft.
Abschließend ermöglicht eine kritische Reflektion zukünftige Forschungsrichtungen für Energiegemeinschaften zu identifizieren.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Rapid climate change is one the biggest challenge humanity is facing today. As stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
the continued emission of greenhouse gases will cause further warming and
long-lasting changes in all components of the climate system, increasing the
likelihood of severe, pervasive and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems (IPCC et al., 2018). Globally, the use of energy represents the largest
source of greenhouse gas emissions from human activities (OECD/IEA, 2018).
As stated by the OECD/IEA and IPCC documents about two-thirds of global
greenhouse gas emissions are linked to burning fossil fuels for energy to be
used for heating, electricity, transport, and industry (EEA, 2017). For example, in Europe, energy processes, i.e., fossil fuels used for heating, electricity,
transport and industry, are the largest emitter of greenhouse gases, being
responsible for 78 % of total EU emissions in 2015 (European Commission,
2018b). Due to the current state of research, the limitation of the greenhouse
gas emission, together with adaptation, can limit climate change risks (UN,
2016).
In this respect and as discussed within the Paris Agreement, renewable and
sustainable energy generation, energy efficiency measures is among other
options necessary to limit the greenhouse gas emission (UN, 2016). Additionally, IPCC reports define multiple pathways to renewable energy resources
(RES) to supply 70-85 % of the electricity consumption by 2050 to limit global
warming to 1.5 ◦ C. The World Energy Outlook (OECD/IEA, 2018) identifies
solar energy and photovoltaics (PV) in particular as a strategically important
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technology option to transform the energy system. During the last decade,
PV costs have decreased and PV deployment increased faster than the most
optimistic calculation expected (Fraunhofer ISE, 2019). Creutzig et al. (2017)
calculate that PV can be the dominant electricity supply technology with
a share of 30-50 % of the future electricity generation, even as the energy
system will become more electricity-intensive than today’s (Lechtenböhmer
et al., 2016). While solar PV on the rooftop on single-family houses is a
well-established (Biermayr et al., 2017) and integrated solution, there have
been relatively few such installations on multi-unit apartment buildings so
far (Roberts et al., 2015).
One concern of RES is the variability of the generation due to weather
conditions. Besides short-term fluctuations (e.g., the alternation of day and
night), RES follow the seasonal cycle of the weather. It is also expected that
the future energy system faces increasing flexibility requirements in order to
balance supply and demand (Kondziella and Bruckner, 2016). According to
Bertsch et al. (2012), “flexibility is the capability to balance rapid changes
in renewable generation and forecast errors within a power system.” As
stated by Kondziella and Bruckner flexibility may be provided by highly
flexible power plants, energy storage systems (ESS), curtailment of renewable
surplus generation, Demand-side Management (DSM), grid extension, virtual
power plants and the coupling of energy markets (i.e., electricity and heat
demand).
In comparison to the much more centralized conventional energy production,
RES and ESS offer opportunities for the local government and communities
(Schoor and Scholtens, 2015). The opportunities include generation of local
welfare, the creation of jobs, the reduction of emissions and pushing forward
the energy transition. As stated in Schoor and Scholtens (2015) some communities and regions have expressed goals in transforming their energy system
into an efficient renewable energy system. In this context, the type of generation units allocated close to the energy consumers are called ”distributed
generation” (DG)1 or ”distributed resource” (DER). Nevertheless, DG is
1

Pepermans et al. (2005) conclude that the most appropriate definition of DG is “an
electric power generation source that is connected directly to the distribution network or on
the customer side of the meter ”.
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not entirely new. Decades ago, electricity was generated by local generation
facilities and distributed to neighbors. The emergence of AC grids and the
Economies-of-Scale (EoS)2 led to central power plants and therefore to a
central organized energy system (Pepermans et al., 2005). However, the trend
towards centralization is changing and a ”second era of decentralization” can
be seen today (Alanne and Saari, 2006).
In recent years, academia and policymakers promote microgrids (MG) and
energy communities (ECs) to transform the central energy system toward a
local one and increasing the share of RES and ESS. The following gives a brief
introduction in the similarities and differences of MGs and ECs, beginning
with a definition of both. Rakos et al. (2012) defines an MG as a localized
group of electricity sources and loads that it operates typically connected to,
that acts as a single controllable entity and in a synchronized way with the
conventional utility grid, but can be disconnected and independently operated
according to physical and/or economic conditions. There are multiple notations
for ECs in the literature. An excerpt are “local energy community”, “clean
energy community” and “prosumer community” (Gui and MacGill, 2018;
Espe et al., 2018). The term ”energy community” is recently defined by the
legislation. The European Commission defines an EC as a ”legal entity which
is effectively controlled by local shareholders or members ... involved in the
distributed generation and in performing activities of a distribution system
operator, supplier or aggregator at a local level, including across borders”
(European Commission, 2017a; European Commission, 2017b)3 . In this way,
ECs shall be entitled to share electricity from generation and storages within
ECs based on market principles (Pause and Wimmer, 2018).
2

Christensen and Greene (1976) find that until 1955 significant EoS were available to
nearly all firms, but changed in the 1970s towards flat costs. They conclude that a small
number of large firms are not required for efficient production and that policies designed to
promote competition in electric power generation cannot be faulted in terms of sacrificing
EoS.
3
At the time of writing, the revised versions of the Electricity Directive
(2016/0380(COD)) and Regulation (2016/0379(COD)) are approved by the European
Parliament. The next steps are that the Council of Ministers of the EU will have to approve
the proposals. While the Regulations will enter into force immediately (with a date of
application of 1 January 2020 for the Electricity Regulation), the Directive will have to be
transposed into national law within 18 months. (European Commission, 2019b)
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Most studies consider MGs to be a well-defined part of the distribution system
where all connected members (e.g., consumers) are part of the MG (Hossain
et al., 2014). MGs are also used for emergencies. As an example, MGs are
placed near hospitals, police stations, etc. for providing power to during power
shutdowns (Costa and Fichera, 2014). They may also support the restoration
of the energy system after a shutdown (Li et al., 2014). On the contrary,
ECs intend to be voluntary communities with the objective to increase the
members’ satisfaction. Eligible members (e.g., if they are part of the same
neighborhood) can choose if they want to be part of the EC or not. As a
community, resources could be shared between the members. As an example,
excess generation of DG may be sold to other community members or stored
in a collective ESS. In this respect, the concept of MGs is a technical-based,
while ECs are a market-based solution of the same problem. As the electricity
markets as well as the electricity grids in Europe are well developed and
keeping in mind the proposition of the European Commission, this thesis is
focusing on the concept of ECs.
The literature shows that ECs can be interpreted in different configurations
(Gui and MacGill, 2018). EC are embedded in the market design and legal
and regulatory framework of a country, region, and city respectively. The
following gives a brief introduction to key players and processes necessary to
fund and operate ECs, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Market design, legal and regulatory framework

Energy community

Investment

Consumers /
prosumers

Assets (generation,
storage and grid)

Real estate
owners

Investors /
contractors
(ESCOs)

Operation

Tariffs and markets
(local, spot, etc.)

Utility companies
Retailers

Grid operators

Local
government

Clearing
(allocation of costs
and revenues, billing
and crediting)

Technology
providers /
aggregators

Processes

Players

Figure 1.1.: Fundamental players and actors necessary to fund ECs.

The lower part of Fig. 1.1 shows the most relevant players involved in the
funding and operation of ECs. Firstly, consumers and prosumer are key
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members of ECs, as they either consume, generate or store energy. As ECs
are often linked to real estates (e.g., by the need of green-fields or rooftop
areas), the owners of those have also be involved as well. Thirdly, external
investors, mostly in the form of contractors or energy service companies
(ESCOs), may be of relevance for investing in DERs and ESSs. Utility
companies, a term used in the USA, include two types of players, retailer,
and grid operators (which are seperate agents in Europe). Both players are
relevant for ECs, as retailers provide access to the energy markets and grid
operators are responsible for the connection to and the operation of the grids.
Also, in most European countries grid operators are responsible for metering
(JRC, 2019). Fifthly, the local government is significant since it is in charge
of enforcing the local regulation and legislation (e.g., dedication acts). New
players, such as technology providers and aggregators are relevant since they
provide access to new markets (e.g., balancing markets) or technology services
(e.g., data exchanges).
The next step is the definition of the processes, as shown in the second
line of Figure 1.1. Firstly, it is necessary to invest in assets for generating
(DERs), storing (ESSs) and distributing (grids) energy. As a result of this,
the players as mentioned above may be involved in different configurations,
e.g., the investment may be conducted by consumers, utilities, third party
or any combination. As transmission and distribution grids already exist in
Europe and the USA, it may be expected that the DSO operates the grid
which includes managing ECs. As mentioned earlier, it is expected that the
value of flexibility such as flexible DERs and ESSs increases in the future
energy systems (Schwabeneder et al., 2019). Therefore, utilities, ESCOs,
aggregators, retailers or technology providers may operate the DERs and
ESSs on behalf of ECs. Value-driven operation strategies may be triggered by
markets prices (e.g., local, spot markets or balancing markets) or tariffs (e.g.,
peak pricing). Alternative operation strategies involve the system’s carbon
emissions or increase the degree of self-consumption. The last step is the
clearing process. The use of metered data (generation and consumption) shall
allow a fair and transparent allocation of energy and subsequently allocating
costs and revenues. In this way, values should be provided to all players giving
a motivation to stay in the ECs.
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1.2. Research Questions
The objective of this thesis is to provide insights into the value creation,
allocation of energy and costs as well as the stability of ECs. The objective is
addressed by three contributions, each following a specific research question.
While the first contribution gives insight into the economic and environmental
advantages of ECs including the investment decision, the second contribution
is an operation and clearing concept. The third contribution combines the
investment and operational concepts and aims at keeping ECs stable, i.e.,
providing incentives for each member to stay in ECs. The following section
states the research questions, the corresponding hypotheses and the individual
contribution of this thesis to the scientific literature.
Research Question 1: What is the value in respect of emission and cost
reductions, if energy communities are implemented on a large scale?
As stated in the previous section, the intention of introducing ECs is at least
twofold4 , to reduce carbon emissions additional of being cost competitive
to central organized energy systems. It is assumed that the reduction of
emissions and costs may be conflicting with each other. If ECs are designed
towards least possible costs, it differs to a “low carbon” ECs. Therefore, the
intention of Research Question 1 of this thesis is to give insights into the
relationship between emission avoidance and cost increase.
Different types of consumers and producers compose ECs. As the consumer
choice is not part of this contribution, it may be concluded that the EC
investigated in this work is identical to an MG approach. Although technical
restriction, as well as access to energy markets, is considered, detailed technical
considerations are no studied. Furthermore, the first contribution develops
methods to give decision makers the tool to calculate the capabilities and
restrictions of the local energy system. As it is expected that the energy
markets’ design changes in the future, a sub-question is how those changes
influence the prosperity of ECs.
4

Other objectives may be the democratization of the energy system, an increase in the
customer satisfaction, etc.
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Research Question 2: If an energy community is implemented, how should
the energy be shared and priced between the members of the community?
The second Research Question 2 addresses the energy allocation in ECs. With
this, sub-questions have to consider what the motives and drivers of ECs’
members are. An essential part of ECs is the voluntary and active participation
of consumers, and consumer choice has to be addressed accordingly. Therefore,
it has to be understood what drives consumers in buying and selling electricity.
For the design of appropriate energy sharing models, it is necessary to include
the aspects as mentioned earlier.
Other sub-questions tackle the issue of welfare allocation. As ECs enable
the members to produce and consume local energy, the traditional business
model of retailers is effected. In this context, the allocation of energy as well
as the local pricing schemes define each member’s slice of the pie.
Research Question 3: If an energy community is implemented, how to
share the value and how to provide incentives that the members stay within
the community?
Research Question 3 combines Research Questions 1 and 2, as it contributes
to the fact how the total value of ECs is allocated among it’s members. The
allocation considers realistic relationships between the consumers of energy
and potential outside investors while accounting for investment and operation
of DERs. The second part of Research Question 3 puts the attention to the
fact that ECs are market-based models, i.e., the members can decide, if they
want to stay in the EC or not. So, ECs have to be designed by sustainable
criteria and, most important, stable from the beginning. How this can be
achieved is part of this thesis’s third contribution.
As an overview, shows Figure 1.2 the relation of research questions as well
as the contributing chapters of this thesis. First, the spatial resolution of
all three contributions is different. While the first considers a whole city
district, the latter two are considering small scale ECs. More precisely, they
study two different apartment houses. The first contribution elaborates on
the combined value of the EC, and the remaining two consider individual
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objectives of the consumers. The intention of the second contribution is
the development of efficient allocation and clearing algorithms based on the
consumers’ preferences. Thus, it contributes to operational strategies for ECs.
On the contrary, Research Question 3 studies investment strategies aiming
for cost reduction and how to ensure stable ECs.
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energy
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Research Question 3
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energy community

Figure 1.2.: Relation between the contributions of this thesis.

1.3. Structure of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 provides insights into
the current state of scientific knowledge in the modeling of ECs. It does not
only enlist the contribution of the literature, but it also states where to start
answering Research Questions 1 to 3. In detail, the first part of this chapter
analyzes the essential strands in the literature. Secondly, the progress beyond
the state of the art is provided.
In the next step, three quantitative contributions are presented giving insights
into the functionality and management of ECs. As shown in Figure 1.2 different
geographical scales as well as aspects of ECs are covered. The contributions
are described in three consecutive chapters.
Chapter 3 tackles Research Question 1 (large scale EC; creation of value) and
bases on the work Fleischhacker et al. (2019b). The EC is modeled as a multienergy system including all grid-bound energy carriers. This work expands two
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existing open source energy models with a Pareto optimization, including two
objectives: costs and carbon emissions. Also, clustering algorithms support
the models’ scalability and performance. The models are scaled by a case
study in the city of Linz, Austria. Multiple scenarios help to understand
how exogenous parameters and market designs (e.g., building stock, energy
efficiency measures) affects the creation of value.
Chapter 4 elaborates on Research Question 2 (small scale EC; allocation of
energy), bases on the publication Fleischhacker et al. (2018) and aims at
understanding the effect of sharing distributed generation. Therefore, it develops two energy sharing models, welfare optimization, and a non-cooperative
game theoretical model. Furthermore, it includes consumer preferences by
means of multi-objective optimization. The framework is applied to a use
case from Texas, USA.
Then, Chapter 5 concludes the methodological input of this work by focusing
on Research Question 3 (small scale EC; allocation of value and stabilization
of the EC). It bases on Fleischhacker et al. (2019a). This work develops a value
allocation algorithms for energy communities based on the cooperative game
theory. Furthermore, it proposes stabilization algorithms for ECs helping them
from breaking apart. The method considers different relationships between
the consumers of energy and investors reflecting the real-life setup. The value
allocation and EC stabilization algorithms are applied to a numerical example
using data from the Austrian electricity market.
The overall findings and a synthesis of the results are discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and recommends future directions of
research.
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of Energy Communities
While the previous chapter introduces the motivation of analyzing energy
communities, this chapter gives insights in methods necessary for answering
the research questions. As shown in Figure 2.1 there is an ongoing scientific
interest in ECs. According to Scopus (2019) the number of published scientific
documents including the keywords “local energy community” is 643 for the
year 2018.
Annually published documents including the keyword
"local energy community"
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Figure 2.1.: Annually published documents (including articles, books, conference papers)
for the keyword local energy community. Own representation basing on
Scopus (2019).

This chapter gives an introduction in the most relevant methods for describing
ECs in a techno-economic way. As the research questions covers different
areas, they require a variation of methods. As a starting point, Figure 2.2
gives an insight into the literature’s relevance to this thesis’ contributions.
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MultiEnergy Systems

Methods

Optimization
Methods

Optimization of Local
Energy Systems

Chapter 3
(Fleischhacker et al. 2019b)

MultiObjective Optimization
Problem
Chaper 4

Consumer Choice and Consumer Utility Theory
(Fleischhacker et al. 2018)
Game Theoretical
Approaches

Noncooperative Concepts
Cooperative Concepts

OpenSource Modeling and Open Data

Chapter 5
(Fleischhacker et al. 2019a)

Figure 2.2.: Relevance of the literature to the contributions of this thesis.

The literature review begins by pointing out the relevance of multi-energy
systems in Section 2.1. Then, optimization methods play a core role (Section
2.2). More precisely, Section 2.2.1 introduces optimization models for local
energy systems. As techno-economic methods tackle the research questions of
this work, the majority of optimization models developed in this work are
parameterized by technical restrictions and solved toward economic objectives.
If an optimization model is solved towards opposing objectives (e.g., cost
reduction and emission avoidance), the problem may be described by multiobjective optimization problems (Section 2.2.2). As consumers of energy may
not only be described by the objective of cost reduction, the consumer choice
and consumer utility theory gives insights in modeling complex consumers
(Section 2.3). Another method used in this work, game theory is discussed
in Section 2.4. This thesis applies of two concepts, non-cooperative and
cooperative concepts. Besides methods, this thesis benefits from open source
models and open data, which is appreciated in Section 2.5.
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2.1. Multi-Energy Systems
Although ECs are often stated in the context with electricity generation and
consumption, ECs offer the opportunity to maximize the potential of different
local resources (Good and Mancarella, 2019). In this context, many studies
(e.g., Martinez-Mares and Fuerte-Esquivel (2013) and Good and Mancarella
(2019)) highlight the importance of considering energy in a multi-energy
system context (e.g., electricity, heat, cooling, fuels, transport) rather than
focusing on electricity only. Other terms for multi-energy systems are sector
coupling or integrated energy systems. As different types of demand, storages,
and generation are coupled, synergies and opportunities may be defined.
Mancarella (2014) reviews 172 studies on multi-energy systems and concludes
that they have a better technical, economic and environmental performance
relative to “classical” independent or separate energy systems at both the
operational and the planning stage. Some specific outcomes of other studies
are: Ma et al. (2018) show that the distributed multi-energy systems have better economic and synergistic performances than the conventional centralized
energy systems. Widl et al. (2018) propose a method to assess multi-carrier
energy grids under a holistic scope, systematically. As a proof-of-concept,
the method is applied to a real-world use case of a hybrid thermal-electrical
distribution grid in a central European city. The application of a multi-energy
system reduces the imported heat by 20 %.
Consequentially, this thesis models ECs as a multi-energy system focusing on
the two most relevant energy carriers for end-consumers: electricity and heat.
As the European European Commission (2018b) expects that electric vehicles
will be an essential factor for the future energy system, private transport is
included in the electricity demand.
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2.2. Optimization Methods
There exist multiple ways to quantify the effort and impact of integrating
DERs into energy systems. Hereby, it can be distinguished between Top-Down
and Bottom-Up energy planning models (Huang et al., 2015). Top-Down
models rely on macroeconomic data and models to calculate for example
growth in energy demand, supply and prices. Typically, top-down models are
linked with equilibrium models. Those models seek to explain the behavior
of supply, demand, and prices in a whole economy or part of an economy
(general or partial) with several or many markets (Connolly et al., 2010).
On the contrary, Bottom-Up models identify and analyse specific energy
technologies in detail (e.g., considering technical restrictions) (Reinhart and
Cerezo Davila, 2016).
This thesis has a particular interest in Bottom-Up models. Hereby, Després
et al. (2015) and Connolly et al. (2010) present classifications of Bottom-Up
models for energy-systems:
Simulation tools simulate the operation of energy-systems to supply a given
set of energy demands. Typically, this tool has a defined temporal
resolution (e.g., one hour) and considers a given period (e.g., one year).
Scenario tools combine a series of periods into a scenario. Scenarios could
be either short-term or long-term (typically 20–50 years). While the
first one is used for operational problems, the second one gives insights
for investment-related problems.
Optimization tools can either optimize the operation of a given energysystem or the investments in an energy-system due to a defined objective
(e.g., cost-reduction). The solution gives an insight into the optimal
state of the energy system.
Optimization tools are widely used in the scientific literature to tackle research
questions similar to those defined in Chapter 1 (Mancarella, 2014; Mendes
et al., 2011). For this reason, this thesis focuses on optimization models for
ECs. This work investigates both, investment and operation strategies for
ECs.
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2.2.1. Optimization of Local Energy Systems
Optimization models are able to include different technologies. They are
designed to optimize investment and dispatch decisions of processes (e.g.,
PV and heat pumps (HP)), storages (e.g., battery and hot water storage)
and networks/grids (e.g., electricity or heat grid). There exists multiple
optimization models in the scientific literature. Connolly et al. (2010) and
Iqbal et al. (2014) list up the background, the functionality, and previous
work of multiple tools. In this context, DER-CAM is an optimization model
that determines the optimal capacity and dispatch strategy of distributed
generation technologies to minimize global annualized cost on the customer
level (Stadler et al., 2016). Geidl (2007) introduces the energy hub concept,
which is designed to a couple of various energy systems and manage energy
flows through process conversion, storage, and distribution of energy in an
optimal way. Nazar and Haghifam (2009) use the energy hub approach of Geidl
(2007) to optimize an urban electricity distribution system for investment
and operational costs, and availability. Weber and Shah (2011) adapt mixed
integer linear optimization techniques to design and optimize district energy
systems.
Thus, various optimization models have been developed to optimize urban
energy systems towards pre-defined objectives. The objectives are either costs,
emissions, etc. or any combination known as multiple-objectives (introduced
in Section 2.2.2). Investment and dispatch decisions are either modeled by
continuous or integer variables. Since investments for DERs and ESSs include
Economies of Scale (EoS) (see Loschan (2017)), they require the introduction
of binary variables. Therefore, this work uses mixed-integer linear programs
(MILP) for problems with EoS investment decisions.
As stated in the introduction of this thesis, ECs consist of a countable
number of entities (consumers, producers, and prosumers). Nevertheless, it
is not clearly defined how many entities and which geographical structures
are necessary to form an EC and how to apply them in an optimization
model. Herby, different scales (e.g., buildings, blocks, districts) have different
requirements. Various studies investigate optimum energy designs of cities
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and small entities of cities (such as districts and blocks, also name large-scale
ECs in this thesis) (Ma et al., 2018). Orehounig et al. (2015) present a method
of integrating energy from DES at the district level using the energy hub
approach. The advantage is that the energy supply systems and local energy
storage systems can be evaluated in a combined way at the district scale. The
proposed approach can be used to evaluate and size urban energy systems
according to their energy-autonomy, economic and ecological performance.
McKenna et al. (2017) analyses the scale effects on the economics of energy
autonomy in residential buildings. Different scale-levels have been investigated,
and the results indicate a shift in the economically optimal level of electrical
self-sufficiency with scale. In single-family houses this means from around
30 % at the individual building level (i.e., small-scale ECs) to almost 100 % in
districts of 1000 households (i.e., large-scale ECs). Consequentially, this work
develops and uses different optimization models regarding the ECs’ size. Most
important is the relevance of the distribution grid, since it is an essential
entity allowing the exchange of energy.
The optimization models dealing with grids are very different to those studying
the investment and operation of DERs and ESSs. Various network flow
models have been developed in the past (Gómez et al., 2013). Most important,
geographical dimensions of the grid have to be considered by the optimization
model. Most models have to deal with a very long computation time when
large networks are taken into account. Therefore, special tools are required
to apply the model to larger districts (Sameti and Haghighat, 2017). Mehleri
et al. (2012) present on a mathematical model to size decentralized energy
generation systems including a district heating grid. Fichera et al. (2017) use a
framework of encompassing complex networks theory and energy distribution
issues. This work uses a combination of geographic information systems (GIS)
and MILP to include the grid in the optimization approach.

2.2.2. Multi-Objective Optimization
As stated in Section 2.2.1, optimization models may be solved in respect of
different objectives. Sameti and Haghighat (2017) show that objective func-
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tions at the district level (i.e., large-scale ECs) are typically carbon emission,
production, revenue, operation costs, investment, fuel costs, and renewable
exploitation. However, energy supply concepts with minimum costs are often
incompatible with emission reduction targets. Multi-objective optimization
models are frequently used in the literature to tackle the problem of including different objectives. Thus, the outcome of multi-objective optimization
models can be used to quantify the trade-off curve of opposing objectives. At
any point on the curve, the objective’s value cannot be decreased without
increasing the other (Molyneaux et al., 2010). This so-called Pareto front,
mathematically defined by Ben-Tal (1980), shows the most efficient solutions
concerning two or even more objectives. The results and changes in deployed
technology along the Pareto front helps, e.g., to quantify the costs of emission
reduction targets.
Examples of the literature are as follows: Stadler et al. (2014) show the
trade-off between cost and emission reduction and reported on the optimal
investment decisions. Similar to the aim of this work Stadler et al. (2014)
calculates the Pareto front within the planning optimization algorithm. Voll
(2014) introduces a mathematical programming framework for the operation
and sizing of distributed energy supply systems based on a superstructurebased and superstructure-free methodologies. Additionally, multi-objective
optimizations are used to generate Pareto fronts for the objectives of cumulative energy demand total investment costs. Morvaj et al. (2016) expand the
previously introduced energy hub concept Geidl (2007) by a multi-objective
optimization of the total cost (investment and operational) and carbon emissions. Fonseca et al. (2016) develops a framework for the analysis of building
energy systems at the urban scale based on Pareto fronts. Wang et al. (2017)
applied a similar method to a university campus in Stockholm. They clearly
described that the Pareto front could give stakeholders an overview of designing the energy system and understanding the options and limitation that they
face (e.g., concerning costs and emissions). Similar conclusions are drawn by
Zhang et al. (2016), who applied multi-objective optimization for the design
of a waste heat recovery network.
As the literature states, multi-objective optimization and Pareto fronts, in
particular, are beneficial to decision makers. These approaches determine the
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optimal energy system (e.g., for district heating) from both environmental
and economic perspectives. Therefore, multi-objective optimization models
are preferable to support decision makers, because the effects of (often)
conflicting objectives can be quantified and allow them to make reasoned
(investment) decisions. One aim of this work is to integrate the functionality
of multi-objective optimization to the models of ECs. Additionally, as the
following Section 2.3 describes, multiple objectives may be used to describe
consumers’ preferences.

2.3. Consumer Choice and Consumer Utility
While it can be expected that companies acting on the profitability principle
keeping costs low and revenues high, consumers act according to different
rational principles. As described by Doebeli (1992), consumers choose between
two poles: effort and cost minimization (cheap, fast, easy) and utility maximization (lust-oriented, hedonistic, searching for meaning). Paradoxically,
they often oscillate between the polyvalent consumption options back and
forth.
The multi-objective optimization introduced in Section 2.2.2 allows to solve
optimization models of Section 2.2.1 toward a linear combination of multiple
objectives. As a result of the liberalization of electricity markets, consumers
can increase their satisfaction by choosing the retailing company of their
choice. Thus, Shin and Managi (2017) conduct a study in Japan and find
a positive impact of liberalization on the customers’ satisfaction and that
consumers are not only motivated by cost reduction. Kaenzig et al. (2013)
conduct a similar study including 414 German electricity retail consumers.
They conclude that apart from the price the most important attribute for
most of the consumers is the electricity mix. Also, they state that consumers
are willing to pay (WTP) a premium for green electricity. In this context,
it has to be mentioned, that Denish and German citizens are paying the
highest electricity retail prices of all EU countries in 2017, with the eco-tax
on electricity as one of the critical drivers (Eurostat, 2019). Kubli et al. (2018)
concludes that retailing companies can create real consumer value if they
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offer electricity mixes with a higher share of renewable, as long as the price
remains below the WTP. According to Banfi et al. (2008), the consumer’s
WTP considers comfort benefits and cost-savings as well as the potential
valuation of environmental benefits.
Concluding, financial objectives are not sufficient to motivate all consumers.
Multiple objectives, as used by (Liu et al., 2017), describe consumers’ utility
function. In this work, the consumer’s utility function and WTPs is composed
of three objectives: cost and emission reduction and degree of local DER
generation. It may be mentioned that three objectives are not sufficient to
describe the manifoldness of all consumers and may be expanded in future
scientific workings.

2.4. Game Theory in Energy Modeling
The use of optimization models allows calculating the monetary gain of ECs.
As shown by Schwabeneder et al. (2019), aggregation provides most of the
monetary value. Hence, ECs reduces the investment, maintenance, energy and
grid costs compared to single-consumer, incentivized by EoS (Burger et al.,
2017). Nevertheless, the question of how to allocate energy and monetary
gains of ECs is not adequately addressed in most of the frameworks (Abada
et al., 2017).
This fact motivates recent studies to develop energy sharing models. As a
result of this, it has to be differentiated between operational and investment
sharing problems. Examples of operational problems are Xiao et al. (2018)
who uses reinforcement learning-based energy trading for MGs, while Chiş and
Koivunen (2018) use coalitional game theory. Investment problems consider
two time periods, modeled by two problems. While the investment problem
includes the investment decision and costs, short-term operational problems
focus on cash-flows. Wang and Huang (2017) propose a theoretical framework
to study the joint investment and operation problem in MGs. As stated in
Saad et al. (2012), some studies conclude, that game theory is expected to
constitute a key analytical tool in the design of the future smart grid. Game
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theory is a formal mathematical framework allow to studing the complex
interactions among independent rational players (Saad et al., 2012). Most
works differentiate between cooperative and non-cooperative concepts (Wang
et al., 2014). This work uses both concepts depending on the relationship
between the players. Thus it may be appropriate to model the relationship
of landlords and tenants by non-cooperative concepts, while community
approaches may be considered with cooperative concepts.

2.4.1. Non-Cooperative Concepts
Non-cooperative games aim to study the outcome of games including players
with conflicting interests. As stated in Saad et al. (2012) non-cooperative
games can be grouped into two categories: static games and dynamic games.
Static games are games where the information flows do not affect the actions
of the players1 . Most studies are dealing with dynamic games, where each
player chooses her actions to optimize the individual utility function.
AlSkaif (2016) developed a distributed energy sharing framework for MGs
based on a repeated game approach and showed that households achieve
monthly cost saving of up to 68 %. An et al. (2016) models the MG as a
multi-agent system, where agents (e.g., households) act like players in a
cooperative game and employ a distributed algorithm based on the Nash
Bargaining Solution (NBS). This allows allocating the costs of cooperative
power management in a “fair” way. NBS is also used by Dehghanpour and
Nehrir (2017) to find the solution of the bargaining game. Additionally, the
problem of data privacy of different parties within the MG is addressed. Saad
et al. (2012) provide a comprehensive account of the application of game
theory in smart grid systems tailored to the interdisciplinary characteristics
of these systems that integrate components from power systems, networking,
communications, and control.
Interactions and energy exchanges are often modeled as controlled (Stadler
et al., 2016) or autonomous operations (Wang et al., 2017). As suggested
1
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As pointed out in Saad et al. (2012) this setup can be seen as a one-shot game.
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in Liu et al. (2017), a central entity like an operator or algorithm is needed
for energy allocation and pricing. To understand the interactions between
multiple participants in local energy markets, cooperative and non-cooperative
game theory is regularly used (Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010). As discussed
above, many studies Mediwaththe et al. (2016), Mondal et al. (2017), and
Wu et al. (2016) are using games (e.g., Stackelberg games) to model the
interactions between consumers, prosumers and utility companies. Compared
to the existing literature, this work develops and discusses different setups of
the model, such as different types of ownership. Additionally, it elaborates
on solutions for implementing game theoretical models practically.
As shown in Fan et al. (2016) and the non-cooperative and game theoretical
decision-making problem of each player is formulated as a bi-level optimization
problem. With this, the upper level represents the profit maximization of the
player, and the lower level the energy market clearing. Bi-level models and
complementary theory techniques are well-established frameworks to tackle
electricity market problems (Ortner, 2017; Ruiz and Conejo, 2009). Bi-level
optimization problems are a special kind of optimization problems which
require every feasible upper-level solution to satisfy the optimality conditions
of a lower-level optimization problem (Sinha and Deb, 2013).
This work uses non-cooperative concepts in the case that an EC consists of
players with conflicting objectives. These concepts are applied if one member
of the ECs generates electricity and sells it to another player. Finding an
appropriate price is the output of a non-cooperative game.

2.4.2. Cooperative Concepts
On the contrary, cooperative games capture the situation, that players communicate with another and cooperate. Thus, cooperative games have been
applied to allocate grid costs among customers (Junqueira et al., 2007) or
planning of generation in a system of interconnected MGs (Wang and Huang,
2017). In an n-person cooperative game, the players can form 2n − 1 coalitions
and negotiate the conditions of cooperation (Lippman and Rumelt, 2003).
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Regarding ECs, cooperative game theory may be used to calculate investment
and operation of DERs and ESSs, if owned by the community.
Nagarajan and Sošić (2008) formulate two essential questions answered by
cooperative games: (i) How are the players in a coalition sharing the payoff?
(ii) How to deal with the stability of coalitions. The literature provides
many solution concepts for the first question (Lippman and Rumelt, 2003).
Most prominent concepts are Shapley value (Shapley and Shubik, 1973),
Nash bargaining solution (Nash, 1953), Nucleolus (Schmeidler, 1969) and
the Vickrey (or English) auction (Hobbs et al., 2000). While the Vickrey
solution is the natural result of price competition, Nash bargaining considers
a bargaining process between the players. On the other hand, Shapley value
is a utility measure of each player’s position2 in the game (Roth, 1978). Both
the Nash bargaining solution (e.g., used by Wang and Huang (2017)) and
the Shapley value (e.g., applied by Avrachenkov et al. (2015)) are widely
applicable concepts for solving energy sharing and joint investment games,
which also give the motivation of this work to investigate both concepts in
the context of ECs.
A second question of Nagarajan and Sošić (2008) may be addressed by
coalitional stability. If a coalition does not provide enough incentives for each
player to stay in the coalition, it becomes unstable. The most prominent
stability concept is the core of the game introduced by Gillies (1959). The
core posses a stability property – if non-empty, no subset of players has an
incentive to secede from the grand coalition3 and form its coalition (Nagarajan
and Sošić, 2008). Bachrach et al. (2009) exams the possibility of stabilizing
a coalitional game by offering the player additional payments in order to
discourage them from deviating.
In this work, the stability of ECs is a topic of interest. If coalitional stability
is not given for ECs, mechanisms for stabilization are investigated.

2

The term “position” sums up a player’s endowment and the endowments of other
players (Lippman and Rumelt, 2003).
3
The grand coalition is the coalition which includes all players of the game.
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2.5. Open-Source Modeling and Open Data
In recent years, open source models (OSMs) and open data (OD) became
more relevant. While OSMs aim at providing the scientific community with
validated methods, are OD free usable information and databases.
Currently, there are many OSMs in use in the energy research. The advantages
of such models are the ability to share modeling approaches, to improve the
quality and decrease adaption costs (Bazilian et al., 2012). Regardless of the
specific type of OSM, Ajila and Wu (2007) show that open source software can
generally meet high standards with little or no difference in quality relative
to proprietary software. Thus, the scientific community more often decides
not only to publish detailed technical articles, but the actual code of the
models. This work aims to work partly on existing models and apply them
to the research questions defined in Chapter 1.
The initiate openmod. attracted several energy modellers to their energy
models (openmod., 2019). Several models with accessible source code and also
input data used for publications can be found at online repositories. Dorfner
(2016) presents a suite of OSMs for modeling local energy systems in his
thesis. These models allow exploring the design space of energy infrastructure
on an urban scale. Four case studies showed that the combined planning
of the whole energy system can uncover still untapped potential synergies
(Dorfner, 2016).
Besides own developments, this work uses the OSMs urbs (Dorfner, 2017b)
and rivus (Dorfner, 2017a) and make improvements to the functionalities of
the models. These improvements aim in increasing the models’ performance,
as well as including new capabilities to reflect reality more in detail. Other
open souce programs used in this work are Python frameworks (e.g., Pyomo
(Hart et al., 2017) and scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)), the geographic
information system QGIS (Team, 2018) and open source solvers (e.g., IPOPT
(Wächter and Biegler, 2006)).
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OD on the other side are freely available sets of data used without restrictions.
Some of this data is available through open government initiatives, but
increasingly it is coming from other institutions including non-profits, industry,
transparency platforms, and research institutions (Bazilian et al., 2012). As
an example, with the current discussion of the Open Data and Public Sector
Information Directive, the European Commission aims at making the public
sector and publicly funded data re-usable (European Commission, 2019a).
The availability of OD allows to access validated data and reduces the
effort of data collection. This thesis uses following OD: time series for solar
radiation (MINES ParisTech / Transvalor, 2018), air temperature (ZAMG,
2012), wholesale electricity prices (EXAA, 2018; Electric Reliability Council
of Texas Inc., 2017b) and costs stated in scientific publications (Lindberg
et al., 2016; Loschan, 2017).

2.6. Contribution to Progress beyond State of
the Art
This thesis intends to make three contributions to the literature on the topic
of ECs. The contributions are in line with the research questions of Section
1.2. The first one is to calculate the value of large-scale ECs, i.e., a city
district in terms of cost and emission reduction. Secondly, frameworks are
proposed for allocating and pricing distributed generation and storage within
an apartment building. Thirdly, this thesis presents a stabilization mechanism
preventing ECs from breaking apart. Consequentially, the three following
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 eleborate on the Research Questions 1 - 3. More in detail,
Appendix A enlists technical assumptions and parameterization of the models
used in the following chapters.
Chapter 3 proposes a framework for establishing an EC in a city district.
The usage of different OSMs and a variety of scenarios help to identify how
the most economic EC and, contrary, how a low carbon emission EC may be
achieved. The main contributions of this chapter are:
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• The proposition of a new method to quantify the benefits of ECs in
city districts.
• The method describes a clustering algorithm based on the building
structure of the city. Such a method may be of practical relevance for
city planners as it allows reducing the complexity.
• The improvement of an established OSM with features such as economiesof-scale, input data clustering algorithms and Pareto optimization.
• Finally, as ECs might be interested in reducing the carbon emissions,
different methods of emissions accounting are discussed based on the
electricity market’s conditions as well as the introduction of carbon
taxes.
Chapter 4 of this work considers sharing concepts of DERs and ESSs for
a small-scale EC. More in detail, it examines one apartment building. The
main contributions of this chapter are:
• The proposition of a new algorithm for allocation and pricing of DERs in
ECs (e.g., apartment houses). The algorithm may also be implemented
for other community shared solar PV and battery projects.
• By solving the resulting games analytically, solutions for executing the
proposed game-theoretical setup for a practical implementation are
derived.
• The introduction of multiple consumer objectives (in addition to monetary motives) in a consumer utility function allows the representation
of different consumer preferences in the model.
• Finally, multiple pricing mechanisms are compared to illustrate the
welfare effects for the DER owner, consumers and the utility company.
Chapter 5, introduces methods for the joint investment and operation of
DERs and ESSs within an small scale EC. Similar to Chapter 4, an apartment
building is considered. The main contributions of this chapter are:
• Proposition of a novel analytical framework for ECs with a multi-energy
system including electricity, heating and hot water provision.
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• Development of new algorithms for allocating the value gained by the
investment and operation of DERs and ESSs in a small-scale ECs
(apartment houses) allowing a win-win situation for all participants.
• The chapter applies and compares two widely used methods of cooperative game theory, Shapley value, and Nash Bargaining within the EC
framework.
• It proves that ECs often lack a stable design and introduce a stabilization
mechanism based on rent costs for the PV area.
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provided by an Energy
Community
This chapter aims to elaborate on Research Question 1. It bases on the
paper “Portfolio Optimization of Energy Communities to meet Reductions
in Costs and Emissions” (Fleischhacker et al., 2019b) published in “Energy
- The International Journal”1 . In the following, a large-scale EC covering a
whole city district is considered. It is assumed that the EC owns the energy
grids (e.g., electricity and district heating grid), DER and storages within
the community’s area. The assumption is in line with Walker (2008), where
the ownership of EC projects might be: (i) 100 % community owned or (ii)
developed under co-ownership arrangements with the private sector (e.g.,
community ownership of one turbine in a larger wind farm). For the sake of
simplicity, this paper assumes the first case.
The work in this chapter aims to quantify the advantages of optimizing the
technology portfolio of ECs regarding cost and carbon emission reduction.
The EC is modeled as a multi-energy system with the restriction of satisfying
needs for electricity and heat. Two verified open source models are coupled
with the use of clustering algorithms. Furthermore, the open source models
are expanded with three features: Pareto optimization, economies-of-scale,
and time-dependent efficiency factors. As a result of this, existing and future
building stock set-ups are taken into account, as well as the implementation
of energy efficiency measures (lower heat demand and EV).
1

The individual contribution of this thesis’ author is enlisted in Appendix B.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduces this work’s contribution to the literature, by improving two open source models. Section
3.2 presents the project site and different scenarios. Section 3.3 presents the
results, while Section 3.4 discusses the outcome of this chapter. Section 3.5
introduces all sets, variables and parameters used throughout this chapter.

3.1. Methods
The methods of this work base on two OSMs: “urbs” 2 Dorfner, 2017b and
“rivus”3 Dorfner, 2017a. The two models are chosen because they are well
documented and allow the description of an EC in two dimensions, spatial
and temporal. Dorfner (2016) developed both models and published them
on the web-based Git version control repository GitHub under the terms of
the GNU General Public License. In this work, the framework “HERO”4 (an
own development) is introduced, as a combination of both models “urbs” and
“rivus”. Figure 3.1 shows the setup and the interconnection of the model’s
components. The video provided in the supplementary materials of this work
gives a brief introduction of the methods.
As input data, three different types of data sources are used:
1. time-series data, such as energy consumption (electricity, heat, cooling, etc. ), solar radiation and the temperature depending on heat
pump coefficient-of-performance (COP) as well as the energy system’s
emissions.
2. geographical data, such as building area or grid length and
3. technical (energy and emission conversion efficiency, technical limits,
etc.) and economic parameters (investment, maintenance, and fuel
costs).

2

Latin term for city.
Latin term for stream.
4
Abbreviation of “Hybrid EneRgy Optimization”.
3
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To improve the performance and the interoperability of the models, de/clustering algorithms are developed to meet the different requirements of the
models.
The following sections describes aspects of the model. While Section 3.1.1
describes the clustering algorithms for varying the input data, introduces
Section 3.1.2 improvements of the model “urbs” (such as the implementation
of economies-of-scale and Pareto Optimization). Section 3.1.3 describes the
method
of –modeling
an EC, while
Section 3.1.4 introduces a method to
HERO
Hybrid EneRgy
Optimization
account emissions. Section 3.1.5 includes carbon taxes to the models’ objective
function. The video provided in the supplementary materials of this work
gives a brief introduction of this work’s methods.
Building simulations
(TRNSYS and
SketchUp+sefira,
Transys)

Time-series
data

Pre-calculation with
GQIS (Open Street
Map)

Geographical
data

Input
parameters
(economic and
technical)

HERO
Period
clustering
(P cluster)

Spatial
aggregation
(M cluster)

Results

urbs

rivus

Hour
clustering
(H cluster)

Spatial disaggregation
(B buildings)

Figure 3.1.: Block diagram of the framework “HERO”, developed in this work.
Source: Johannes Dorfner, “Open Source Modelling and Optimisation of Energy Infrastructure at Urban
Scale”, Munich, 2016.
Open source projects: https://github.com/ojdo/urbs/ and https://github.com/tum-ens/rivus
07.05.2018
3.1.1.
Applied data clustering and aggregation methods

1

As mentioned above, the two models put their focus differently: While “urbs”
models processes (e.g. energy conversation including the operation of storages)
in a high temporal resolution, “rivus” helps to plan the EC grid infrastructure
on a disaggregated spatial layer. Consequently, both models have different
requirements for the input data. This encourages this work to develop different
clustering algorithms to benefit from each model’s strength.
The input data is clustered to reduce the size of both models as well as
the computation time of solving the optimization problems. Therefore the
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K-Means clustering algorithm has been adopted for the “period clustering”
to cluster the time-series data into R representative weeks (Section 3.1.1.2).
Consequentially, another model uses “spatial aggregation” based on the
method of different city blocks (Section 3.1.1.1). This allows the spatial
aggregation of the compressed time-series data into M clusters.
The model “rivus” requires a higher reduction of the time-series data. The
second time-series clustering method “hour clustering” selects the results of
“urbs” to characteristic hours (Section 3.1.1.2). The “spatial disaggregation”
method prepares the input data for “rivus” on a building level (Section
3.1.1.1). The model “rivus” bases on the theory of graphs and consists of
edges and vertexes. Each edge of “rivus” (e.g., a grid connection between two
houses) is represented by a binary variable.
In the following, the applied clustering algorithms are described in detail.

3.1.1.1. Aggregation and disaggregation of spatial data
A novel approach of this work is the assignment of urban areas to characteristic
city blocks. This approach helps to reduce the complexity of planning the
urban EC. The advantage of this approach is the fact that it requires less
information about the area and it may be rather easy to be collected (e.g., by
a standard GIS software). Characteristic blocks are modeled in detail, e.g.,
in terms of a dynamic heat load.
In this work, three types of buildings and blocks, significant for the Austrian
housing situation within the tested case study5 , are defined:
Single-family housing block (E) is a city block of free-standing residential
buildings. This building type is widespread in suburban or rural areas.
Even though the buildings share one or more walls with another, it has
direct access to a street or thoroughfare. Furthermore, it does not share
heating facilities and hot water equipment with any other dwelling unit.
5
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For a further description of the case study see Section 3.2.

3.1. Methods
Apartment building block (B) is a city block of buildings with a high housing density. Apartment buildings are constructed around the border of
the block, resulting in an enclosed area. Open space inside the block
is used for collectively. Each building’s apartments are self-contained
housing units, whereby energy infrastructure could be shared (e.g., by
a central heating plant) or not.
Large-panel system building or “Plattenbau” block (Z) is similar to apartment building block but consists of buildings constructed of large, prefabricated concrete slabs. In comparison, “Plattenbauten” are stand-alone
buildings, resulting in limitations of energy sharing concepts.
In a first step, the city area is clustered in blocks, by using streets or another
kind of obstacles (e.g., parks) as demarcation. In a second step, the blocks
are assigned to the three predefined block-types. Figure 3.2 shows the result
of this assignment as well as the block types. While E-type blocks consist
of small stand-alone buildings, B-type blocks are rather enclosed entities
consisting of large buildings covering the block’s border. On the opposite,
Z-blocks are identifiable as stand-alone buildings, but the area covered by
buildings is much higher than those of single-family buildings.
;'',
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Figure 3.2.: Geographical location of all blocks in the area of Linz a city in Austria (left)
and the detailed blocks (E), (B) and (Z) created in SketchUp (right). Source:
(Zelger et al., 2018)
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In a third step, the introduction of characteristic blocks of each type describes
the remaining blocks. The assessment of the characteristic blocks bases on
experts interviews (Kleboth and Granzow, 2016). Figure 3.2 shows all blocks
and the characteristic blocks per type, namely B1, Z1, and E1. The energy
demand (including electricity, heat and hot water and cooling demand) as well
as the supply of renewable generation (solar radiation) of the characteristic
blocks is used to describe the corresponding demand and supply characteristics.
The description to the other blocks is based on two criteria, the building area
A and the number of stories S. The energy demand is described as
dim,j = dim,1

i
Aim,j Sm,j
,
i
Aim,1 Sm,1

(3.1)

i ∈ {Heat, Elec, Cool} , m ∈ {E, Z, B} , j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , Nm }
with dim,j the electricity, heat and cooling demand of block type m and number
j. dim,1 is the demand of the characteristic block modeled by detailed building
models (described in Zelger et al. (2018)).
By applying the “spatial aggregation”, the results is a four-node model (three
for each block types plus one central slack node). The recapture of the full
spatial information of the area, spatial disaggregation is applied to reverse
the approach (3.1) and recalculate the energy demand of each block.

3.1.1.2. Clustering temporal data
Period clustering for urbs The K-Means clustering algorithm identifies P
characteristic weeks. One weakness of this approach is that long-term (future)
storage technologies such as hydrogen systems might not be integrated with
adequate accuracy because of the lack of consecutive weeks.
As written in Bottou and Bengio Yoshua (1995), the K-Means method
minimizes the quantization error function by using the Newton algorithm, i.e.,
a gradient-based optimization algorithm. In this work, the K-Means method
is used to cluster time-dependent inputs:
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• Demand vectors of heat (space heating and hot water demand), electricity (residential and commercial demand including the charging demand
of electric vehicles) and cooling dHeat
, dElec
and dCool
m
m
m
PV
• Supply vectors of solar PV and solar thermal collectors (ST) qm
and
ST
qm and
HP
• Conversion efficiency of electricity to heat (COP) of heat pumps ηm liq−water
HPwater−water
and ηm
.
All vectors have a length of T . Firstly, time vectors are standardized by
applying the `2 norm. Standardization improves the convergence performance
of the K-Means algorithm (Garreta, 2013). Secondly, the time vectors are
reshaped into matrices
HPliq−water

Heat
Elec
Cool
Dm
, Dm
, Dm
, QPmV , QST
m , Γm

water−water
, ΓHP
∈ RTw ×W
m

(3.2)

with Tw of timesteps within a week w ∈ {1, . . . , W } and include them in the
K-Means input matrix


Heat
D1Heat
DM


..
..
...
X=
(3.3)
.
.
.
HPwater−water
HPwater−water
Γ1
ΓM
This algorithm requires the number of clusters to be specified. In this work,
r ∈ R = 4 periods (therefore four representative weeks per year) are used.
The Python Package “scikit-learn” (Garreta, 2013; Pedregosa et al., 2011),
more in detail, the method kmeans++, is used in this work. The K-Means
algorithm divides a set of W samples X into P disjoint clusters C, each
described by the mean of the samples in the cluster. The means of those
clusters are commonly called the cluster “centroids”; note that they are not,
in general, points from X, although they are in the same space.
Given enough time, K-means will always converge, however, this may be to
a local minimum. As a result, the computation is done several times (1000
times in this approach), with different initializations of the centroids, with
varying initializations. The random initialization leads to better results as
shown in Arthur and Vassilvitskii (2007).
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Because these centroids are neither in the dataset nor the right scale (as a
result of the standardization), the Euclidean distance of each centroid to
its nearest neighbor is calculated and used as the new cluster center. The
corresponding length of the cluster indicates each cluster center’s weight %p .
In total, the sum of all weights is equal to 52 weeks per year.
To give an insight in the functionality of the clustering algorithm, Figure 3.3
shows the results of the period clustering from Section 3.3. For the sake of
PV
simplicity, only results of clustering dHeat
and qE1
are shown.
E1
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Figure 3.3.: Results for Linz (block E1) for heat and hot water demand and solar generation.
While thin lines include the whole data set, the thick lines indicate the cluster
0.04
centroids.
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both, peak detection and mean-value clustering has been developed:
(i) Peak detection identifies the annual peaks in the time series dataset.
These parameters are essential for grid planning. Consequentially, all
detected peaks from the dataset are excluded.
(ii) K-Means is applied to the reduced dataset (excluding the peaks). In
contrast to period clustering (of Section 3.1.1.2), the clusters’ size is
one hour instead of a week.
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The hour clustering algorithm to the results of “urbs”. The model’s results
give insight into the optimal size and commitment of processes and storages.
Consequentially, the data is used to model the required grid infrastructure.
The grid infrastructure allows describing the distributed generation and
sector-coupling6 .
In addition to the period clustering, Figure 3.4 shows the results of “urbs”
as violin plot as well as cluster centers of the hourly clustering algorithm.
Although Figure 3.4 includes results, it helps to increases the understanding of
the algorithm. Hours of negative energy flows indicate an excess of distributed
generation. The algorithm helps to identify the peaks of positive and negative
load, as well as significant hours within the distribution.
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Figure 3.4.: Results of “urbs” (scenario
Quo” - minimum cost solution) of the
 electricity demand as violin plot and the corresponding “rivus” cluster center
(including the weight) as points. The points h4 - h6 are the peaks of (i), while

h1 - h3 are the centers of (ii).



3.1.2.
Improvements of the open source model “urbs”
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In this work, the OSM additional features
*DV are added to “urbs” to handle
the needs
 of modeling ECs. Firstly, multiple periods (e.g., weeks) with the
corresponding
weights, are included. As the first improvement is a standard

method, it will not be described in detail. Secondly, economies-of-scale (EoS)

are included to capture the investment decision on a building level. Thirdly,
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a rise of the electrical peak load resulting from the electrification of the system
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the time dependency of heat and solar generation is introduced. In a fourth
step, the model’s objective is changed to a Pareto Optimization with two
objectives, costs and emissions.

3.1.2.1. Economies of Scale
Manfren et al. (2011) describe that optimization models have to be able
to picture the EoS to describe the economics e.g. of DERs sufficiently. In
accordance with the nomenclature introduced in Dorfner (2016) the process
rules are expanded as follows: Total process capacity κvp (decision variable)
of site v ∈ V and process p ∈ P consists of installed capacity Kvp (parameter)
and new capacity κ̂vp (decision variable), as
κvp = Kvp + κ̂vp

(3.4)

By the inclusion of binary decision variables svp the lower and upper restrictions are defined as
svp Kvp − Kvp ≤ κ̂vp ≤ svp K̄vp − Kvp
¯

(3.5)

Both parameters Kvp and K̄vp are exogenous inputs and defined e.g. by spatial
¯
restrictions (such as roof area in the case of PV).
As EoS are significant for investments in the distribution grid as well, they
are implemented as
saf Kaf − Kaf ≤ κ̂af ≤ saf K̄af − Kaf
¯

(3.6)

with the corresponding index f referring to a transmission process to transfer
a commodity along a distribution line a.
Finally, the investment costs of Dorfner (2016) are expanded by fixed investments costs
X
X
ix
ix
ζ inv,f ix =
Nvp svp κ̂inv,f
+
saf κ̂inv,f
(3.7)
vp
af
v∈V
p∈P
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including the binary decision variables. Parameter Nvp includes the number of
processes to be purchased, e.g. in the case of PV the number of roofs (NvP V =
number of buildings at site v). For the following study, it is assumed that
all distributed technologies are build on a building level.. The extension for
storages is proceeded in the same way, but for the sake of simplicity it is not
described in detail.

3.1.2.2. Time dependent conversion coefficients
out
Time dependent COP is added to “urbs” by expanding the output ratio rpct
by the dimension of time t ∈ T . To include generation time series of PV and
ST, the efficiency is multiplied with the plants’ nominal capacity κvp .

Coefficient-of-performance of heat pumps (air source and ground source)
The supply temperature is used to calculate the hourly COP. As introduced
in Lindberg et al. (2016) the COP of process p7 is described by a polynomial
function
i
ηpt
= k0 − k1 (Θsupply pt − Θsource pt) + k2 (Θsupply pt − Θsource pt)2

(3.8)

for both, domestic hot water (DHW) and space heating (SH) (i ∈ {DHW, SH})
separately. Θsource describes the water or air temperature, while Θsupply is
different for DHW or SH. The temperature of DHW is assumed to be 55 ◦C
and SH 50 ◦C/35 ◦C8 . As it is not differentiated between DHW and SH in
this work’s model, the mean COP is calculated as
DHW
SH
ηpt = (1 − shareSH
+ shareSH
p )ηt
p ηt

(3.9)

with the shareSH
= 84 %, a typical value for Austrian heat demand (Fischer
p
and Madani, 2017).

7

p ∈ {HP (air-water), HP (water-water)}
As presented in Fischer and Madani (2017) for radiator heating in an old building
stock (block type B ) and floor heating for the case of a new building stock (E and Z ).
8
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Solar energy (ST and PV) Lindberg et al. (2016) describe the efficiency
of the ST by a polynomial function. The framework requires the following
inputs: the solar irradiation on the tilted surface, the temperature within
the ST and the ambient temperature. Additionally, the solar PV collectors’
efficiency is described by a function introduced in Huld et al. (2010). Huld
et al. describe the collectors’ efficiency as a function of the solar irradiation
(the same as for ST), the modules temperature (calculated from the outdoor
temperature) and a static power inverter’s efficiency9 .

3.1.2.3. Pareto Optimization
Furthermore “urbs” is expanded by a Pareto Optimization to combine two
opposing objectives: costs and emissions. In the following, the model’s continuous variables are named x and binary variables y, respectively. As introduced
in Bérubé et al. (2009), Pareto Optimization dealing with two objectives may
be formulated as
min f (x, y) = (costs(x, y), emissions(x, y))
x,y

subject to x ∈ X , y ∈ Y
with the feasible solution spaces X and Y.
Both should be minimized by iterative use of the optimization model “urbs”.
With this, a three-step approach is implemented basing on the -constraint
method for bi-level combinatorial optimization problems10 :
(I) The first step of the approach calculates the minimum cost solution
without any restrictions concerning the emissions.
1. (II) Secondly, the objective is changed from costs to emissions. The
result shows the solution in respect of minimal emissions.
2. (III) Finally, the model’s objective and setup is changed back to (I),
but including an upper limit of the emissions. The upper limit is a
9

Assuming a constant power inverter’s efficiency of 0.95 (Lindberg et al., 2016).
See Bérubé et al. (2009) for detailed information of the characteristics of the constraint method.
10
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linear space between the emissions of (I) and (II) and is separated in
enumerable steps.
The unit of objective of the objective function are monetary units (e.g. EUR)
for (I), carbon emissions (e.g. tCO2 ) for (II) and also monetary units for
(III). Figure 3.5 shows the approach graphically. The vectors of the two
different objective functions are cTcosts and cTemissions , respectively. Starting
from point (I) (causing emissions e), the Pareto Front is moving along (III)
to (II) (causing emissions e). The movement along (III) is a result of the
-constraint in the form

T
emissions = cTemissions x, y ≤ e + (e − e)(1 − α)
(3.11)
by the variation of the parameter α. In this work, a variation of α in 10 %
steps is chosen.
II
Costs

II → III

III
I → III

I
Pareto front
(Efficient frontier)
Emissions

Figure 3.5.: The three-step approach of the Pareto Optimization applied in this work.

3.1.3. Modeling of Energy Communities
The big advantage of ECs is the fact that ECs can conduct joint investments.
To capture this effect, EC are allowed to make investments of processes
and storages on a building level (for all block types). Contrary, if there are
no ECs, the investments of processes and storages are on a flat (B or Z
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blocks) or building (E blocks) level. So, ECs can exploit the EoS of processes
and storages (modeled by binary decision variables in Section 3.1.2.1). The
investment costs in the distribution grid are unchanged between those two
cases.

3.1.4. Merit order based accounting of emissions
One of the objectives of ECs addresses emission reduction. So, EC may
consider two types of emissions: (i) mean or (ii) marginal emissions. Both types
of emissions reflect the current market conditions, but marginal emissions give
information of one additional unit of energy fed into or consumed from the
grid. The idea behind the comparison is that the ECs might be interested in
substituting certain power plants (e.g., coal), as implied by the consideration
of marginal emissions.
The mean emissions are calculated by using the total carbon emissions and
the total amount of electricity generated for each time-step (hour). For the
introduction of marginal emissions, the marginal generator has to be defined:
The marginal generator is the unit selling the last bid and setting the price.
Figure 3.6 shows the result of the two types for two exemplary hours. The
Emissions are based on the number of the German Bundestag (Deutscher
Bundestag, 2007). While the upper part of the Figure shows the Central
European merit order, the lower part shows the corresponding emissions of
each power plant. So, the marginal generators are gas power plants (hour 1)
and lignite power plants (hour 2). The merit order does reflect costs (and
prices) but not the emissions: while the demand and electricity price for time
step 1 is high, marginal and mean emissions are low and vice versa for time
step 2. So, the marginal emissions at time step 1 are high compared to the
mean emissions, as the lignite power plant sets the price.
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In the following analysis, the Austrian merit order is used because of two
aspects. Firstly, the Austrian electricity market11 has a high share of RES,
therefore gives an outlook how future merit orders may look like. So, the
difference between mean and marginal emissions are significant. Secondly,
Austrian consumers (and therefore ECs as well) have a high affinity to buy
Austrian products. Section 3.3 shows the effects of considering either mean
or marginal emissions by the planning of local energy infrastructure of an
Comparing
value of
marginal
mean
EC.
If not statedthe
otherwise,
mean
emissionsvsare
used. emissions

𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒1
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𝑒𝑚2𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
14.05.2018

Figure 3.6.: Central European merit order (top) and the corresponding emissions (bottom).
Own representation basing on IEA Coal Industry Advisory Board (2015) and
Deutscher Bundestag (2007).

11

Installed capacity according to the Austrian TSO Austrian Power Grid: Hydro 55.16 %,
Wind 13.03 %, PV 4.73 %, Gas 20.48 %, Coal 2.74 % and Misc 3.86 % (APG, 2018).
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3.1.5. Carbon Taxes
The European Commission proposes the introduction of carbon taxes as an
effective policy measure for the reduction of carbon emissions (European
Commission, 2018a). The introduction of carbon taxes effects the objective,
as it increases the costs by
X
X
X
ζ CarbonT ax =
ρvct C CarbonT ax
(3.12)
t

c∈{Emission} v∈V

of all the emissions ρvEmissiont and the parameter carbon tax C CarbonT ax .

3.2. Definition of the case study and scenarios
In the following, an EC at a site in the city of Linz, Austria is described, as well
as the corresponding scenarios regarding the available energy infrastructure,
energy demand, and generation. This site is chosen because data is publicly
available and all three building types, typically for Austrian building stock,
are present. The assumptions in regard of the economic (such as investment,
maintenance and operational costs of processes, storages, and the grid) and
technical (e.g., efficiency factors) parameters are listed in this work’s Appendix
C.

3.2.1. Project site and energy infrastructure
The method defined in Section 3.1 is applied, to a project site in Linz, more
precisely the “Andreas-Hofer-Viertel”12 . The existing buildings (as introduced
in Figure 3.2 (Section 3.1)) are currently connected to the electricity and
district heating grid (Linz AG, 2016). Consequentially, it is assumed in one
scenario that a utility company provides electricity and heat demand (via the
electricity and district heating grid). The name of this scenario is “Existing
12
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Geographical location: N 48◦ 170 12.2”, E 14◦ 170 49.8”

3.2. Definition of the case study and scenarios
Infrastructure”. Also, the possibility that no generation and distribution
system is available. This scenario is named ”Green Field”. In this case, the
EC has to invest in the grid. The comparison of those scenarios helps to
understand the “lock-in effect” given by existing energy infrastructure.

3.2.2. Energy demand and generation
Demand, generation, and efficiency data is described by measured and synthetic data from the year 201613 . To understand the effects of load development, two scenarios are introduced: The scenario “Status Quo” describe
the current situation at the project site, while the second scenario, “Future”, include a higher population density but also a higher energy efficiency
standards14 according to the current standard of legislation15 .
Also, the future availability of electric vehicles (EV) is addressed, by introducing one EV per two inhabitants Statistics Austria, 2018. It is assumed
that the electric vehicles are charged at home (without discussing the issue
of parking) The charging profiles originated from an Austrian EV Study
E-Mobilitätsmodellregion VLOTTE Schuster et al., 2010. As the case study
in this paper addresses an urban area, a daily demand of 4 kWh is assumed
for this paper. So, the electricity demand increases more in blocks with a
higher number of inhabitants (B and Z).

13

Electricity profiles: Beausoleil-Morrison and Arndt, 2008, heat profiles: BGW, 2007,
PV generation Huld et al., 2010 and ST generation Lindberg et al., 2016 and heat pump
generation Lindberg et al., 2016, solar radiation time series MINES ParisTech / Transvalor,
2018 an temperature time series ZAMG, 2012. Retail electricity, gas and heat prices from
the Austrian Regulation Authority E-Control, 2018. Further information regarding the
building specific modeling may be found in Zelger et al., 2018.
14
The implementation of energy efficiency measures allow a significant reduction of
SH and DHW demand, especially for the B block type. Electricity demand (w/o any
demand for heat pumps) depends on the number of inhabitants, whereas it is independent
of building specific energy efficiency measures.
15
Provincial Law of 5 May 1994, which enacts a building code for Upper Austria Land
Oberösterreich, 1994.
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3.3. Results and discussion
In this section, firstly the minimum costs solution of the EC of the case study
is shown in Section 3.3.1. Secondly, Section 3.3.2 compares the minimum costs
to the minimum carbon emissions solution. Consequentially, Section 3.3.3
calculates the entire Pareto Front and analyze it with respect to different
methods of emissions accounting. The final results in Section 3.3.4 address
the sensitivity of the minimum cost solution in the case of carbon taxes and
compare it to the Pareto Front.
Existing infrastructure
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6
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6.35
(-31.0%)

4.84
(-5.0%)

2
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Cost type
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7.09
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(-32.0%)
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Heat procurement costs
Electricity procurement costs
Investment costs (annuity)
Maintenance costs
Revenues

Mio EUR/a

6

Future

Green Field

4
2
0

EC
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Figure 3.7.: Composition of the costs for the minimum costs solution.

3.3.1. The economic value of an energy community
In a first step, the economic value of an EC is discussed. Therefore, the cost
minimal solution is calculated, also labeled solution (I) in Figure 3.5. Figure
3.7 shows the composition of annual total costs, for the cases without and
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with EC. Furthermore, it distinguishes between all the previously introduced
scenarios.
The results show that the introduction of EC reduces the total costs by up
to 32 %. The highest gains are achievable in the “Green Field” scenarios,
therefore showing the lock-in effect of existing investments. In the “Green
Field” scenario with an EC, the EC avoid investments in the heating grid.
The EC exploits the EoS by investing in one grid only, the electricity grid.
This work’s method describes the EoS by two components, fixed and variable
investment costs (Section 3.1.2.1). As stated in Table 4 the fixed investment
costs of grids are very high. If the EC invests only in the electricity grid, the
EC gains savings from not investing in district heating grids (reduced fixed
investment costs). Additionally, to the savings from the EoS, the procurement
costs of heat generated from electricity are lower than from district heating.
In all cases, the revenues are minor because the distributed generation was
almost entirely consumed locally.
For the following results, only the results for the EC are discussed.

3.3.2. Comparison of the minimum costs and minimum
emissions
If the objective is switched to minimum emissions, shown as a transition
from (I) to (II) in Figure 3.5, the solution changes drastically. Figure 3.8
shows the results for the grid deployment. It shows the results for the scenario
“Status Quo/Existing Infrastructure” and the electricity grid changes strongly.
The results show, that on the one hand, the grid capacity of the electricity
grid gets increased massively (up to 600 %). On the other hand, the heat
grid capacity stays constant or gets even reduced. The video provided in the
supplementary material of this work shows the grid deployment of Figure 3.8
as a function of the Pareto Front.
Figure 3.9 shows the composition of the commodities used for electricity
and heat provision (show in the first two sub-figures) and total emissions.
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Figure 3.8.: Grid deployment for minimum costs and minimum emissions “Status
Quo”/“Existing Infrastructure”.

The results indicate that the emission reduction of 85 % is the result of
PV installations and heat pumps. Such investments require investments in
electricity grid infrastructure (see Figure 3.8 bottom/left) and processes
(especially solar PV and heat pumps). As a result, the total costs increase by
598 %. For real-world installations, such an increase in costs would be hardly
manageable.
Therefore, the following results will give more information about the transition
towards a renewable energy community and quantify the trade-off between
costs and emissions.
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Figure 3.9.: Commodities created for minimum costs and minimum emissions solution.

3.3.3. Pareto Front and methods of emissions accounting
In the next step, the minimum costs and minimum emissions optimization
are extended by the Pareto Optimization. Additionally, different methods of
emission accounting are introduced, as introduced in Section 3.1.4
Figure 3.10 shows the Pareto Fronts, as well as two methods of emission
accounting. The results vary highly between mean and marginal emissions
(up to 389 %), although the sizing of the technologies is very similar in
both emission scenarios. As shown in the previous results, the highest gains
of emission reduction are achieved by electrifying the EC. By accounting
emissions by the method of marginal emissions, the total annual emissions
increases, although there are only minor changes in the optimal technology
portfolio.
As stated in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 the minimum costs solution in the
case of “Existing Infrastructure” is the heat procurement via the heat grid.
Contrary, the heat procurement in the “Green Field” scenario, is based on
heat pumps. The results show that newly designed energy infrastructure
under the aspect of cost reduction benefits regarding emission reduction,
named ∆E. ∆E might be interpreted as the emissions savings potential of
green-field infrastructure.
The results also show that the Pareto Front of “Existing Infrastructure”
converges to the Pareto Front of “Green Field”, but differs in costs by ∆C
(the result of an existing electricity grid). ∆C may be interpreted as the
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monetary value of the existing infrastructure regarding the minimum emissions
solution.
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Figure 3.10.: Pareto Fronts with two methods of emissions accounting: mean and marginal
emissions. Besides comparing the demand scenarios “Status Quo” and “Future”, it is also distinguished between “Green Field” and “Existing Infrastructure”.

3.3.4. Introduction of Carbon Taxes
For the final results, the impacts of carbon taxes on the minimum costs
solution are investigated. In comparison to the Pareto Optimization, the
emissions are not restricted up to the minimum emissions solution (quantity
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Figure 3.11.: Comparison of the Pareto Font with multiple minimum cost solutions with
carbon taxes from 0 to 100 EUR/tCO2 , ascending in 20 EUR/tCO2 steps.

based reduction of emissions); instead, carbon taxes emissions increase the
total costs (price based reduction of emissions).
Figure 3.11 shows the results for carbon taxes starting from from 0 to
100 EUR/tCO2 16 in 20 EUR/tCO2 steps. Comparing “Existing Infrastructure”
with the “Green Field”, it shows that “Existing Infrastructure” is more sensitive to carbon taxes. On the other hand, carbon taxes up to 100 EUR/tCO2
do not provide monetary incentives to change the technology portfolio for
the “Green Field” significantly. Although, the carbon taxes C CarbonT ax are
increased up to 100 EUR/tCO2 , it does not provide enough incentives to reduce
the emissions to the level of the minimum emissions. As shown in Figure 3.9
most of the emissions are the result of heat procurement. A reduction in heat
load characterizes the “Future” scenario. The Future, as well as the “Green
Field” scenarios do have a low sensitivity to carbon taxes. The reason is that,
the heat load is lower, and the infrastructure changed in favor of low-emission

16

There is an ongoing discussion about the introduction and an appropriate level of
carbon taxes. So, France plans to increase the carbon tax rate to 56EUR/tCO2 in 2020
and 100 EUR/tCO2 in 2030 (Zimmermannová et al., 2018).
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technologies. So, compared to “Status Quo”, the emissions are lower, as the
sensitivity to carbon taxes.

3.4. Résumé
To address the value of ECs regarding two objectives: costs and emissions,
an energy system model based on two open-source optimization models
has been developed. While the focus of the first sub-model is the optimal
investment decisions on a high temporal level, the second sub-model address
the optimal deployment of energy grids on a building level. Also, spatial and
temporal clustering algorithms have been developed to increase the models’
interoperability and performance. This may make it easier for future users of
the model (e.g., city planners) to apply the model. It may be concluded that
the methods developed in this chapter allow urban planners to analyze city
districts of interest towards sustainability and costs. The block-based method
developed in this chapter allows future operators of the model to capture and
include city districts with lower effort.
Furthermore, the lock-in effect of existing infrastructure is analyzed. It is
significant, as carbon emissions are much higher for existing infrastructure
than green-field investments. Also, existing infrastructure, e.g., heat grid,
make ECs more vulnerable to carbon taxes. The conclusions of the scenarios,
investigated in this paper, are that a transformation of the local energy system
towards sustainability is possible. The local authorities have to be aware that
the transformation has to initiated in time. Otherwise, externalities (e.g.,
carbon taxes) and reinvestment of high-emission infrastructure leads to sunk
costs and/or high emissions.
As in this chapter it is assumed that all consumers at the project site join the
EC, the situation, in reality, may depend on the willingness of the consumers
to join such an EC. For the practical implementation to establish an EC,
the “Green Field” scenario may be more suitable: In an urban development
project, an appropriate framework may provide the incentives to inhabitants
to join the EC and form a sustainable EC.
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3.4. Résumé
The following Chapter 4 continues by the introduction of energy sharing
algorithms. Also it considers consumer preferences and choices, as identified
by the literature as a requirement to increase social acceptance.
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3.5. Nomenclature
Sets
m ∈ {E, Z, B} . . . . .
i ∈ {Heat, Elec, Cool}
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nm } . . .
t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T } . .
w ∈ {1, . . . , W } . . . .
r ∈ R = {1, . . . , R} . .
p∈P . . . . . . . . . .
v∈V . . . . . . . . . .
f ∈F . . . . . . . . . .
a∈A . . . . . . . . . .

Block type
Energy carrier
Block number
Time-steps e.g. hours
Weeks of a year
Periods of a year
Process e.g. heat pump or solar photovoltaic
Site or node
Transmission process e.g. electricity
Distribution line e.g. line from site v1 to v2

Decision variables
d and D . . . . . . . .
q and Q . . . . . . . .
η, cop and Γ . . . . . .
κ . . . . . . . . . . . .
s ∈ {0, 1} . . . . . . . .
ζ . . . . . . . . . . . .
x . . . . . . . . . . . .
y . . . . . . . . . . . .
e . . . . . . . . . . . .
e . . . . . . . . . . . .

Energy demand in MWh
Generation in MWh
Conversion efficiency in %
Process capacity in MW
Binary decision
Costs in EUR
All continuous decision variable of the optimization
model
All binary decision variables of the optimization
model
Emissions of minimum cost solution in tCO2
Emissions of minimum emission solution in tCO2

Parameters
A . . . . . . . . . . . . Building area in m2
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3.5. Nomenclature
S . . . . . . . . . . . .
K . . . . . . . . . . . .
N . . . . . . . . . . . .
share . . . . . . . . . .
Θ . . . . . . . . . . . .
α ∈ {0, 1} . . . . . . .

Number of stories
Installed process capacity in MW
Total number of processes
Share of SH
Temperature in ◦ C
Adjusting factor for the Pareto front
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4. Energy Allocation and Pricing
Concepts in an Energy
Community
Whereas the previous Chapter 3 comprehensively describes the value created
by an energy community is described, this chapter presents allocation and
pricing of DERs in a small-scale energy community, i.e. a single apartment
house as an elaboration of Research Question 2. The content of this chapter
bases on the paper “Sharing solar PV and energy storage in apartment
buildings” (Fleischhacker et al., 2018). It is published in “IEEE Transactions
on Smart Grid”1 . The analysis of different models and cases helps to identify
the best setup for real-life implementation: E.g., if a community-owned EC
conducts the investment in DER, the requirements may be different from an
external investor who seeks for profit maximization.
Additional to the technical restrictions, this chapter elaborates on the motivation of driving consumers and owners of DERs. While the consumers are
described by multiple objectives such as cost and emission reduction and an
increase of local generation, this work implies that owners are driven entirely
by monetary motives. Two models, an EC welfare maximization model and
a Stackelberg game, allows the investigation of different setups. While the
first model describes a community approach, the second one formulates the
relationship between landlord and tenants.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, two possible frameworks
for sharing DERs, i.e., solar PV and energy storage in a small scale EC (single
1

The individual contribution of this thesis’ author is enlisted in Appendix B.
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apartment house) are introduced. Section 4.2 presents the assumptions and
parameterization of a numerical example from the Texan electricity market.
The example considers an energy community which consists of four consumers
for two representative days, with a high and low wholesale electricity price.
Also, it introduces the The comprehensive results are shown in Section 4.3.
It is shown how the electricity is allocated among the consumers as well as
the price for a uniform or pay-as-bid auction. Consequentially, the results
illustrate the welfare effects for the DER owner, the consumers and the utility
company. Section 4.4 discusses this chapter. Section 4.5 introduces all sets,
variables and parameters used throughout this chapter.

4.1. Methods
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Figure 4.1.: Graphical representation of the EC in the building and interaction with
utility/wholesale market. The left bracket shows the local welfare optimization
model, while the right bracket shows the bi-level model.

This work considers the case of an EC in an apartment house. Multiple
consumers live in the apartment building as tenants. The owner of the house
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also owns and operates the DER, consisting of solar PV and energy storage2 .
Fig. 4.1 shows the setup of this case study. The following section describes
an optimization framework for sharing the generation of the DER among
multiple consumers. The methods base on both, optimization and game
theoretical models.
Firstly, a centralized welfare maximization framework for the whole EC,
which considers conflicting consumer objectives such as costs and emissions
reductions as well as the revenues from DERs is introduced. Secondly, a
Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC) for DER
pricing and resource allocation is formulated. This MPEC may be also
interpred as a Stackelberg game. Within this game the owner of the DERs is
the leader and the consumers are the followers. For clarification, the main
assumptions of the models proposed in this work are as follows:
• The model addresses optimal allocation and pricing of generation by
DER. As this is a question of short-term (operational) dispatch rather
than long-term planning, investment decisions and corresponding costs
are not part of the modeling framework.
• The model includes multiple consumer objectives, using weight factors
to express consumer preferences for emissions reductions and locally
produced electricity in monetary terms.
• The work assumes that the owner of the DERs is fully informed about
the consumers’ preferences, i.e. consumers’ do not act strategically to
influence the pricing and allocation of DERs.

4.1.1. Consumer utility function
According to Karjalainen (2011) it is challenging for consumers to compare
electricity purchases across difference metrics, this work takes into account the
consumers’ individual objectives considering multiple criteria. The problem
2

The DER owner could be all or a sub-set of the consumers or it could be a third party.
Both approaches may be implemented practically, e.g., in Austria since the government
recently adopted new legislation (see (Austrian Federal Chancellery, 2017)).
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of multiple objectives is well studied in literature (Nwulu and Xia, 2015; Dehghanpour et al., 2017; Marler and Arora, 2010). Marler and Arora describes
that one solution of including multiple-objectives is to use the weighted sum
method (Marler and Arora, 2010). It has to be considered that, for a priori
articulation of preferences, the value of weight must be significant relative to
other weights and relative to its corresponding objective function.
The introduction of weighting factors do not only help to address multiple objectives, but also allow to include individual consumer preferences. Consumers
are interested in reducing the procurement costs for energy. Also, there may
be a subset of consumers who are also interested in reducing emissions and
increasing the share of generation by DER may be a consumer objective,
respectively.
Therefore, weight factors wiE and wiDER for the consumer’s value for emission
reduction and local generation are introduced. The weight factors allow
the consumers to express their preferences as a monetary value. All three
objectives have different units, e.g. [costsi ] = $, [emissionsi ] = kgCO2 and
[deri ] = kWh. As stated in Fishburn and Triantaphyllou and Parlos multiple
objectives or utilities may be summed in the single-dimensional case (e.g.
USD) (Fishburn, 1967; Triantaphyllou and Parlos, 2010).
Hence, the consumer i’s utility function,
E
DER
uC
deri (q)
i (q, p) = −costsi (q, p) − wi emissionsi (q) + wi

(4.1)

is the sum of three different objectives3 The signs for costs and emissions
are both negative because most consumers are interested in reducing those
terms, while some consumers may also find an increase in generation by DER
desirable (Peck, 2017; Wolitzky, 2015).
Procurement costs for electricity for consumer i depend on the costs for grid
and distributed consumption,
X

Bout
G
O
PV
costsi (q, p) =
pG
.
(4.2)
t,i qt,i + pt,i qt,i + qt,i
t∈T
3

Karjalainen eleborates on additional objectives, such as energy saving or security-ofsupply (Karjalainen, 2011). This may be included in future investigations.
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The first term is the cost of electricity purchased from the local utility (with
price pG
t,i ) and the second term the cost of generation by DER (with price
O
pt,i ). The second objective of (4.1) concerns emissions reduction, defined as
emissionsi (q) =

X

G
eG
t qt,i

(4.3)

t∈T

where eG
t describes the grid’s (or power market’s) marginal emissions. As
introduced in Chapter 3, marginal emissions are defined as the emissions of
the price-setting power plant. So, any additional consumption results in an
increase of marginal emissions. For an applied example see section 4.2. The
third term in the objective function (4.1) defines the consumer’s consumption
of DER as
X

Bout
PV
deri (q) =
qt,i
+ qt,i
.
(4.4)
t∈T

Theorem 1 (Consumer willigness-to-pay). The willingness-to-pay (WTP)
for DER of consumer i, characterized by the utility function (4.1) is given as
E G
DER
wtpt,i = pG
t,i + wi et + wi

(4.5)

The WTP may also be interpreted as the marginal consumer utility.

Proof. The owner (leader in the Stackelberg game) maximizes revenues by
selling electricity to consumers and the grid and sets the price for local
generation pO
t,i . As stated in (Liu et al., 2017, Definition 1), model (4.14)
reaches the Stackelberg Equilibrium, if all players obtain the optimal solutions,
including all consumers and the owner. Thereby, it is evident that the proposed
framework reaches an Equilibrium as soon as the owner is able to find
optimized pO
t,i and the consumers choose their consumption. As the owner is
able to identify all consumers’ demand curve, he is able to exercise market
power. Therefore, optimal pricing, from the owner’s perspective under the
assumption of a discrimination auction, is equal to the consumer’s WTP
CP
(4.5). Indicating the fact, that the market price pM
is lower than the utility
t
G
rate pt,i , it is favorable to sell electricity firstly to consumers, secondly stored
in the battery and thirdly sell it to the grid.
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4.1.2. Revenues for DER owner
In practice, potential owners of the DER include the building owner, an
external company, or a group of residents. In model proposed in this work,
the owner is entirely motivated by financial objectives, i.e. to maximize the
operating revenues from the DER. Investment and fixed operational costs
(e.g. maintenance and insurance) are omitted in this case. Consequentially,
the owner’s revenues are defined as
XX
Bout
PV
revO (q, p) =
pO
(4.6)
t,i (qt,i + qt,i )
t∈T i∈N

+

X

P Vgrid

CP
pM
(qt
t

Bgrid

+ qt

)

t∈T

and consist of revenues from selling energy to the consumers within the EC
or on the wholesale electricity market.

4.1.3. Welfare measures
It is expected that the introduction of an EC affects the business models of
most of the participants in the electricity market. More general, it effects
the distribution of the economic surplus between producers and consumers
and between different types of producers and consumers (Hirth and Ueckerdt,
2013).
The introduction of welfare parameters allow to quantify the economic effects
of local generation and energy sharing within the EC. In accordance with
(Callan and Thomas, 2006) this work uses following welfare parameters:
consumer surplus (CS), DER owner surplus (OS), and utility company surplus
(US)4 as:
XX
 PV

Bout
CS(q, p) =
wtpt,i − pO
qt,i + qt,i
,
(4.7)
t,i
t∈T i∈N
4

As this work does not consider the utility company’s cost function, it is assumed that
costs are equal to the energy procurements costs from the wholesale market. Costs related
to investment and operation of the network are not considered (which is equivalent to
assume that they are constant regardless of the level of DER generation in the EC).
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OS(q, p) = rev O (q, p) = (4.6) and
XX
 G
M CP
qt,i .
U S(q, p) =
pG
t,i − pt

(4.8)
(4.9)

t∈T i∈N

Note, that consumers do have a utility by grid consumption (see (4.1)).
The above-defined surplus address changes resulting from DER generation
compared to exclusively grid consumption. We also define loss of economic
efficiency in the case of scarcity (Callan and Thomas, 2006) as
XX
 G
Loss(q, p) =
wtpt,i − pO
(4.10)
t,i qt,i .
t∈T i∈N

Following this terminology, it is assumed that EC welfare (EW) that affects
all parties within the building (i.e. consumers and DER owner) due to DER
is
EW = CS + OS,

(4.11)

while the total welfare (TS) is defined as
T W = CS + OS + U S.

(4.12)

4.1.4. Energy community welfare maximisation model
The first model maximizes the value of local generation using a local welfare
optimization model as shown Fig. 4.1 (left). Each consumer i ∈ N is described
L
the utility function ui and load qt,i
. The DER owner is assumed to operate in
a way to maximize the consumers’ aggregated utility. Possible revenues from
selling electricity to the grid are also included. Excess energy is remunerated
CP
with the wholesale market price, pM
, i.e. potential subsidy schemes, e.g.,
t
feed-in tariffs or tax credits are neglected in this work. As the objective
function of this problem is the EC welfare (max BW), it includes both the
consumers’ utility and the owner’s revenues. The EC’s welfare maximisation
model is:

max
EW(q, p) = CS(q, p) + OS(q, p)
G ,q P V ,q Bout ,
{qt,i
t,i
t,i
o
Bin

qt

(4.13a)

B

,qt,iout ,SOCt
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Bout
G
PV
L
subject to qt,i
+ qt,i
+ qt,i
= qt,i
(λLt,i )
X
PV
PV
+ qt grid + qtBin + qtP Vcurtail
qt,i

(4.13b)

t∈N

= q̄tP V

(λPt V )

(4.13c)

SOCt = SOCt−1 + qtBin η B
X
B
Bout
−
qt,i
/η B − qt grid ∀t ∈
i∈N
SOCt = SOCinit ∀t ∈ {0, T }
0≤

X

Bout
qt,i
+

B
qt grid

(4.13d)
T \{0, T }
(4.13e)

≤ q̄ B

(4.13f)

≤ SOCt

(4.13g)

i∈N

X

Bgrid

Bout
qt,i
+ qt

i∈N
Bin
0 ≤ qt,i
≤ q̄ B

(4.13h)

¯
SOC ≤ SOCt ≤ SOC

¯
Bout Bin Bout
G
PV
qt,i , qt,i
, qt,i
, qt , qt,i , SOCt

(4.13i)
∈ R+

(4.13j)

where constraint (4.13b) ensures that generation and consumption are equal
for all periods. PV generation is limited by its maximum hourly availability
PV
PV
qtP V and can be either delivered to consumer i (qt,i
), fed into the grid (qt grid )
or battery (qtBin ) or curtailed (qtP Vcurtail ), as dictated by (4.13c). Note that
curtailment may be the optimal choice in periods where all (participating)
consumers are entirely supplied with solar generated electricity, the battery
is fully charged, and market prices are negative. Equations (4.13d)-(4.13i)
describe the battery’s integration into the framework, i.e. makes sure that
the battery stays within its state of charge and power limits. Finally, (4.13j)
ensures that all decision variables are limited to positive values.
The EW maxization model (4.13) dispatches DER in a way to maximize the
EC welfare, considering the surpluses of both consumers and the DER owner.
Also, the model finds the optimal energy allocation among the consumers. In
reality, appropriate price signals are also necessary because of two reasons: (i)
to find a financial settlement between consumers and DER owner, and (ii) to
stimulate DER investments. Appropriate price signals help to determine the
allocation of EW among consumers and the DER owner. To some extent, the
range of the pricing scheme depends on marginal generation costs and grid
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procurement costs for the consumers. Consequentially, three pricing schemes
are possible:
• pO
t,i = 0: As the operating costs of renewable DERs are mainly given by
investment costs (IC), one could also set the short-term DER price to
zero. To ensure an economic viability of DERs, consumers would need
to pay the IC up front or through annual payments based.
G
• pO
t,i = pt,i : From the consumer’s point of view, the opportunity cost is
given by the full retail rate for grid consumption. Settling DERs at this
price level could be interpreted as a net-metering approach.
PV
PV
• pO
represents
t,i = λt : As the dual variable of the solar PV balance, λt
the marginal value of PV generation to the local system, and this
could also be used as a price signal. Dual variables are widely used in
electricity market models to calculate prices (Ortner et al., 2017).

4.1.5. Bi-level model
The second model investigates the situation, that the DER owner takes
advantage of the consumers’ interest in DERs (described by the WTP) to
increase its own profit. In this case, the question of optimal pricing from
the DER owner’s perspective leads to a non-cooperative game-theoretical
model formulation. This section introduces a Mathematical Program with
Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC) to calculate optimal pricing and energy
flows of DERs. Fig. 4.1 (right bracket) shows the model’s setup.
As introduced by Gabriel et al. an MPEC is an optimization model, whose
constraints include other interrelated optimization or complementary problems (Gabriel et al., 2013). The MPEC in this work comprises two types of
players:
• The DER owner runs the operation of the PV and battery. The DER
owner determines the prices for locally generated electricity, pO
t,i , to the
consumers and sells to the grid with the objective to maximize as given
by (4.6). Also, the DER owner is fully informed by the consumers WTP.
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• The consumers decide if they buy electricity from the DER owner for
a given price, or consume electricity from the grid to maximize their
individual utility by (4.1).
The electric utility company5 and the wholesale electricity market are exogenous entities in this framework. For the sake of simplicity, the utility rate for
grid consumption pG
t is assumed to be equal for all consumers in the EC.
In the literature, the general setup for this model is known as a Stackelberg
game (Stackelberg, 2011). The leader (i.e. the DER owner) anticipates the
reactions of the followers (i.e. the consumers in the EC) to the leader’s
decisions. The leader has a strategic advantage since it is assumed to know
the consumers’ demand curves. Therefore, model (4.13) may be reformulated
as bi-level model:
{

max

{

revO (q, p)

}

U
pO
t,i ,pt,i
G ,q P V ,q Bout
qt,i
t,i
t,i

(4.14a)

}

subject to (4.13c) − (4.13i)
U
pO
t,i = pt

(4.14b)

Bin Bout
U
+
pO
t,i , pt,i , qt , qt,i , SOCt ∈ R

max
G ,q P V ,q Bout
{qt,i
t,i
t,i }
s. t.

uC
i (q, p)

(4.13b)
Bout
G
PV
qt,i
, qt,i
, qt,i
∈ R+

(4.14c)
(4.14d)
(4.14e)
(4.14f)

min
min
(µG
, µPt,iVmin , µB
).
t,i
t,i

The main difference to the EW maximization model (4.13) is the independent
maximization of OS and CS in the upper and lower level problems, and the
U
introduction of new decision variables for prices, pO
t,i and pt . The upperlevel problem maximizes the DER owner’s revenue and includes the same
constraints as in the EW model on solar PV generation and energy storage
operation, i.e. constraints (4.13c)-(4.13i). This model considers the cases
where the owner sells energy at different prices (discriminatory price auction)
5

This work does not differentiate between retailer and distribution grid operator. For
the sake of simplicity, those two companies are jointly labelled utility company.
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or the same price (uniform price auction). The modeling framework is able
to capture both auction systems, by activating or deactivating condition
(4.14b).
Each consumer seeks to maximize his utility ui from consuming electricity,
under the restriction of satisfying his demand (4.13b). The corresponding
lower-level problem (4.14d)-(4.14f) is linear and continuous. As described
in (Gabriel et al., 2013) any MPEC can be formulated as a mathematical
optimization problem constrained by a second optimization problem:
min

f (x, y, λ, µ)

(4.15a)

s.t h(x, y, λ, µ) = 0

(4.15b)

g(x, y, λ, µ) ≤ 0

(4.15c)

{x}
{y,λ,µ}

L

min

f (x, y)

{y,λ,µ}

s.t.

(4.15d)

hL (x, y) = 0 (λ)

(4.15e)

L

g (x, y) ≤ 0 (µ)

(4.15f)

The MPEC exposed in this chapter is solved by reformulating the upper-level
problem (4.14a)-(4.14c) as an equivalent optimization problem. Therefore,
the KKT optimality conditions of the lower-level problem (4.14d)-(4.14f) is
implemented in the first level, as:
min

f (x, y, λ, µ)

(4.16a)

s.t h(x, y, λ, µ) = 0

(4.16b)

{x}
{y,λ,µ}

g(x, y, λ, µ) ≤ 0
L

(4.16c)
L

L

∇y f (x, y) + λ∇y h (x, y) + µ∇y g (x, y) = 0
L

(4.16d)

h (x, y) = 0

(4.16e)

g L (x, y) ≤ 0 ⊥ µ ≥ 0

(4.16f)

By introducing the Lagrangian as
Gmin
Bout
G
PV
min
L qt,i
, qt,i
, qt,i
, λLt,i , µt,i
, µPt,iVmin , µB
t,i
X
X
Bout
G
PV
p̃O
=−
p̃G
t,i qt,i −
t,i (qt,i + qt,i )
t∈T



(4.17a)
(4.17b)

t∈T
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Bout
G
PV
L
− λLt,i qt,i
+ qt,i
+ qt,i
− qt,i

−

min G
µG
qt,i
t,i

−

µPt,iVmin

−



(4.17c)

min
µB
t,i

(4.17d)

the lower levels optimization problem could be rewritten by its KKT conditions
in the form
Gmin
G
L
∂L/∂qt,i
= p̃G
=0
t,i − λt,i − µt,i

(4.18a)

P Vmin
L
∂L/∂qt,i = p̃O
=0
t,i − λt,i − µt,i

(4.18b)

Bmin
Bout
L
∂L/∂qt,i
= p̃O
=0
t,i − λt,i − µt,i

∂L/∂λLt,i

Bout
G
PV
L
= qt,i
+ qt,i
+ qt,i
− qt,i
=
Gmin
G
qt,i ≥ 0 ⊥ µt,i ≥ 0
PV
qt,i
≥ 0 ⊥ µPt,iVmin ≥ 0
Bout
min
qt,i
≥ 0 ⊥ µB
≥0
t,i

(4.18c)
0

(4.18d)
(4.18e)
(4.18f)
(4.18g)

As the 4.14 is nonlinear, because of the complementary conditions and a
nonlinear objective function, linearization, as described in Gabriel et al. (2013)
and Ruiz and Conejo (2009) is necessary. The MPEC model (4.14) two types
of nonlinearities:
• the complementarity conditions and
Bout
PV
• the term pO
t,i (qt,i + qt,i ) (prices times quantity, both are decision
variables) in the objective function.
Ruiz and Conejo (2009) propose to linearize complementarity conditions by
the use of the well-known linear expressions. In this work, SOS1 constraints
are used to formulate the complementary conditions (Hart et al., 2017). The
strong duality condition and some of the KKT conditions allows the reformulation of the lower level’s objective (similar to the problem formulated
in Ruiz and Conejo (2009)). Ruiz and Conejo conclude that if a problem is
convex, the objective functions of the primal and dual problems have the
same value at the optimum. Thus the lower level’s primal objective (4.14d) is
P
L
equal to it’s dual objective. fiL,Dual = − t∈T λLt,i qt,i
Substituting those two
equations allows the calculation of the upper level’s non-linearity as a linear
expression (4.19a).
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The linearized problem6 is

n

max

Bin Bout
,qt,i ,
B
G
P
V
SOCt ,qt,i ,qt,i ,qt,iout ,
o
Gmin P Vmin Bmin L
µt,i
,µt,i
,µt,i
,λt,i
U
pO
t,i ,pt,i ,qt

 P
L L


t∈T λt,i qt,i

P
 −
G
pG
t,i qt,i
t∈T P

Bout
PV
+ qt,i
+wiDER t∈T qt,i



B
 P
CP P Vgrid
+ qt grid )
+ t∈T pM
(qt
t

(4.19a)

subject to (4.13b) − (4.13i), (4.14b) − (4.14f )
Gmin
E G
L
pG
=0
t,i + wi et − λt,i − µt,i

(4.19b)

DER
pO
− λLt,i − µPt,iVmin = 0
t,i + w

(4.19c)

DER
min
pO
− λLt,i − µB
t,i + w
t,i
Gmin
G
qt,i
+ wiE eG
t ≥ 0 ⊥ µt,i
P Vmin
PV
≥ 0 ⊥ µt,i
qt,i
≥0
Bout
min
qt,i
≥ 0 ⊥ µB
≥0
t,i
L
λt,i ∈ R

=0

(4.19d)

≥0

(4.19e)
(4.19f)
(4.19g)
(4.19h)

As stated by Maskin (2000), an auction is efficient if, in the equilibrium, the
winner is the consumer with the highest CS, i.e., if consumer i wins. The
DER owner is aware of the consumers’ CS, since wiE and wiDER are known to
it. Therefore, the DER owner is able to calculate the consumers’ WTP (4.5)
and can charge them accordingly. Theorem 2 defines the equilibrium of (4.14)
as the pricing scheme that maximizes the profit of the DER owner. In the
case of a discriminatory auction system, this means that the price applied to
consumer i is equal to the corresponding wtpt,i . Therefore, the consumer with
the highest wtpt,i pays the most for DER, followed by the consumer with the
second highest valuation, etc. In return, energy will be dispatched according
to this order as well.
Theorem 2 (Equilibrium of problem (4.14) under the assumption of a discriminatory based auction system). i.e., the DER profit-maximizing solution
of pO
t,i applied to consumer i at time t is given by the consumer’s wtpt,i .
Proof. The owner (leader in the Stackelberg game) maximizes revenues by
selling electricity to consumers and the grid and sets the price for local
6

For the sake of simplicity, complementary conditions are still written in their nonlinear
form.
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generation pO
t,i . As stated in Liu et al. (2017) (Definition 1), model (4.14)
reaches the Stackelberg Equilibrium, if all players obtain the optimal solutions,
including all consumers and the owner. Thereby, it is evident that the proposed
framework reaches an equilibrium as soon as the owner is able to find optimized
pO
t,i and the consumers choose their consumption. As the owner is able to
identify all consumers’ demand curve, he is able to exercise market power.
Therefore, optimal pricing, from the owner’s perspective under the assumption
of a discrimination auction, is equal to the consumer’s WTP (4.5). Indicating
M CP
the fact, that the pG
, it is favorable to sell electricity firstly to
t,i > pt
consumers, secondly store it in the battery and thirdly sell it to the grid. 
Algorithm 1 Calculation of optimal pricing and revenues for uniform pricing
(without battery).
1: procedure UniformPricing
2:
j←0
. No consumer is supplied with PV energy.
3:
N 0 ← {0}
4:
pO
. Default pricing value for feed-in, only.
t,0 ← ∞
MCP q̄ PV
5:
revO
←
p
.
Valorization
on wholesale markets, only.
t
t
t,0
6:
for all j ∈ N do
. Sorted descending by pO
t,i .
7:
N 0 ← N 0 ∪ {j}
. Update set
8:
pO
t,j ← wtpt,j
P
P Vgrid
L
9:
qt,j
← q̄tPV − k∈{1,...,j} qt,k
10:
. Becomes negative if no surplus energy.
PV
11:
if qt,j grid > 0 then
. Feed-in
P
P Vgrid
MCP
L
O
O
qt,j
12:
revt,j ← k∈N 0 pt,j qt,k + pt
13:
else
. No feed-in
P
O q L + pO (q L + q P Vgrid )
←
14:
revO
p
0
k∈N \{j} t,j t,k
t,j t,j
t,j
P t,j L
15:
. In the case of k∈N 0 qt,k
≥ q̄tPV consumer won’t be fully supplied.
16:
break
17:
end if
18:
end for


19:
i ← argmax revO
. Overwrite with optimal results.
t,j
U
O
20:
pt ← pt,i
O
21:
revO
t ← revt,i
P Vgrid
PV
22:
qt
= max(qt,i grid , 0)
. Only positive values
P Vgrid
U
O
23:
return pt , revt , qt
24: end procedure

The solution of model (4.14) for uniform auctions is more complex, e.g.,
see Borgs et al. (2005) and Maskin (2000). The problem is solvable by an
algorithm. Algorithm 1 calculates the uniform prices pUt with the objective to
maximize OS. The idea of this algorithm is to start with feeding all locally
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generated energy into the grid. Iteratively, the owner’s revenues are updated
by selling energy to the EC consumers, whereby the consumers are ranked
in descending order by their WTP. In the end, the price level that gives the
highest revenues to the DER owner will be returned and settled in (4.14b).
Note that Algorithm 1 finds the optimal uniform price without the need of
solving model (4.14).

4.2. Numerical example
To illustrate a potential application of the proposed models, the framework is
applied to a numerical example for two illustrative days: one day with a high
electricity price (high) and a low electricity price (low). The data of both days
is from the ERCOT electricity market in Texas (Electric Reliability Council
CP
of Texas Inc., 2017b). Day-Ahead prices7 are included as vector pM
for two
t
illustrative days from July 2016:
• Low price: July 18th 2016, low (even negative) prices.
• High price: July 10th 2016, high prices at noon and afternoon.
Marginal emissions, included by the vector eE
t . Since marginal emissions are
not published this work assumes a relationship between Day-Ahead prices
and marginal emissions. This approach assumes a static merit order dispatch8
of the ERCOT market, under the assumption of a gas price of 3 $/Mbtu from
2016 (Rhodes et al., 2017) as shown in Fig. 4.2. Fig. 4.2 also includes the
Day-Ahead prices and corresponding marginal emissions for both days.
As desribed in Section 4.1 consumers are charcterized by their hourly demand
L
vector qt,i
and their individual weights for emissions reductions, wiE , and
7

Load zone south with the label ”HB SOUTH”.
Hereby, nuclear and renewable generation are the marginal generation resources and
set the price up to 10 $/MWh, natural gas (NG) combined-cycle (CC) up to 23 $/MWh,
coal power plants up to 38 $/MWh and NG other beyond 38 $/MWh. It is assumed that
nuclear and renewable generation do not cause any emissions, while gas CC, coal and peak
power plants result in emissions of 440, 880 and 640 kg/MWh, respectively.
8
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Day-Ahead Energy Prices
in $/MWh
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Figure 4.2.: Relationship between Day-Ahead prices pM
t CP (left) and marginal emissions
eG
(right)
as
the
result
of
a
merit
order
relationship
(middle).
t

distributed generation, wiDER . This work uses published demand data from
NREL (Blair et al., 2014) of four Texan consumers i ∈ N = {1, 2, 3, 4},
located in San Antonio and Corpus Christi for one selected day, i.e. July
1st 2016. The consumers’ electric load includes electricity demand, heating
(space heating and hot water), cooling (HVAC and fans), as well as interior
and exterior lights and equipment. Two weight factor vectors are assumed
to illustrate different consumer preferences: wiE = [0, 7.5, 0, 10] ct/kgCO2 and
wiDER = [0, 0, 5, 10] ct/kWh. Consumer 1 is interested in cost reduction, only,
while consumers 2 and 3 are also interested in emission reduction or increased
generation by DER, respectively. “Premium consumer” 4 is willing to pay for
both emissions reduction and DER generation.
04.10.2017

This work assumes that all four consumers have a supply contract with the
same utility company. In regard of the utility rate pG
t,i , paid by consumers for
9
grid electricity :
• Flat tariff : The generation charge is 0.059 $/kWh, while the delivery
charge is 0.036 $/kWh. In total, pG
t,i = 0.095 $/kWh. (Source: Southwestern Electric Power Company)
9

Note that this work includes volumetric tariff components exclusively without fixed
charges, as fixed components are usually small and based on a monthly or annual assessment.
Also, electricity rates in Texas are low compared to most other U.S. states.
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• Real-time pricing (RTP): The generation charge consists of the DayAhead wholesale market price plus a generation markup of 0.013 $/kWh
(Source: Power Smart Pricing). The delivery charge is 0.036 $/kWh[34].
M CP
In total, pG
+ 0.049 $/kWh.
t,i = pt
DER consists of a PV plant and battery system with an assumed roof area
of 100 m2 . Consequentially, the PV system’s installed capacity is 16.6 kWp.
In regard of the solar generation, standardized time series data of ERCOT
(Electric Reliability Council of Texas Inc., 2017a), is used. Consequentially, the
generation profile of solar PV is q̄tP V = ηtP V ∗ 16.6 kWp with the standardized
generation ηtP V . Storage capabilities are included by two Tesla Powerwalls
with a nominal capacity of SOC = 28 kWh, charging and discharging power
of 14 kW and two-way efficiency of η B = 95 % (Tesla, 2017).
Both models ((4.13) and (4.14)) are implemented in the Python modeling
framework Pyomo (Hart et al., 2017) and solved it with the solver Gurobi
version 7.0.2 (Gurobi Optimization, 2018).

4.3. Results
In this section, the results of applying the Methods (4.1) to the Numerical
Example (4.2) are shown. Firstly, the results show how the two models allocate
and price energy among the consumers. Secondly, the results show the impact
on social welfare followed by a sensitivity analysis regarding the size of the
PV plant.

4.3.1. Resource allocation and pricing
The EW maximization model (4.13) and the bi-level model (4.14) with
discriminatory prices give the same allocation of DERs. The composition of
the load is shown in Fig. 4.3 (left). As consumer 4 always has the highest
WTP for DER at any time (see Fig. 4.4), the model allocates energy mainly
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Figure 4.3.: Allocation of DER (left) and battery SOC as well as charging power (right)
for the “low price” scenario. The battery’s discharging power is shown in the
left picture in purple (Flat tariff)

to consumer 4 . Consumer 2 and 3 do have different objectives in terms
of emissions and DER. So, the energy allocation depends on the system’s
marginal emissions. The consumers’ WTP changes over time, so wtpt,i is a
function of eG
t . Hence, consumer preferences concerning emissions are timedependent, while preferences for DER remain constant. Fig. 4.3 shows that
consumer 2 does not consume much DER. This is because the grid supply
also has zero emissions during most of the hours (Fig. 4.2), making consumer
2 indifferent between grid and local generation.
The algorithm dispatches the battery to maximize EW, resulting in the
battery schedule shown in Fig. 4.3 (right). As mentioned above, most of the
electricity is sold to consumer 4, which has the highest WTP during the
day.
Fig. 4.5 shows a comparison of the two different auction systems. Note that
the dispatch of solar PV and the battery of the EW maximization model is
equal to the bi-level model with discriminatory auctions. Under the bi-level
model, PV generation and energy sold to consumer 4 are the same for both
auction systems and all scenarios. The owner dispatches the solar PV and the
battery in a way to maximize its revenues. Fig. 4.5 also shows the difference
between Flat and RTP pricing. For instance, the DER owner sells energy
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Sc = Low (Flat)

Sc = Low (RTP)
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ptU

PV
t

Figure 4.4.: wtpt,i (bi-level model, discriminatory price auctions), pU
t (bi-level model,
PV
uniform price auctions) and λt (EW max. model, dual variable) for all
scenario combinations.

differently to consumer 2 and 3 depending on the pricing scheme. It is a
result of a changed WTP. As stated in Theorem 1, the price of electricity
consumption pG
t,i is an input of wtpt,i . By adding a real-time based tariff
instead of a flat rate, the volatility of wtpt,i increases as well and results in a
change in the allocation of energy.
Fig. 4.5 also shows that the DER owner sells more energy to the grid and less
energy to consumers 2 and 3 under the uniform auction scheme. The reason
is that in this case the owner prefers to sell to the grid rather than reducing
the price (and its revenues) for all consumers. The allocation of welfare for
both models and auction systems are discussed in more detail in the next
section.
Although the DER allocation is the same with model (4.13) and (4.14) with
discriminatory price models, there are still differences in resulting prices. Fig.
4.4 shows the resulting prices of both models for fixed and RTP tariff schemes.
For the EW max. model, two of the proposed pricing schemes are based
on external assumptions. The third pricing scheme follows from the dual
variable λPt V of the PV balance, results in a price that is lower than the prices
from the bi-level model. By focusing on the prices following from the the
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Figure 4.5.: PV generation sold to the grid, charged to the battery, and sold to consumers.

bi-level model, which finds optimal pricing from the owner’s perspective, this
work finds that the consumers are ”captives” of the owners pricing scheme.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, the prices of the discriminatory auctions are given by
wtpt,i , in accordance with Theorem 1. The uniform price under the bi-level
model, pUt , on the other hand, varies between the different discriminatory
price levels in order to maximize the owner’s revenues taking into account
that the prices of all consumers have to be the same. Fig. 4.4 illustrates why
uniform price auctions are less profitable for the DER owner, since the prices
are partly below the consumers’ willingness to pay in this case. Therefore,
the uniform auction results in a changed dispatch, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
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4.3.2. Welfare allocation
The allocation of DER and pricing outcomes influence social welfare outcomes
and the distribution of surplus between consumers and the DER owner. Table
4.1 shows the value of consumer electricity costs, emissions and welfare
measures defined in section 4.1.3 for the two allocation models under both
price scenarios, low and high.
Table 4.1.: Summary of welfare results in the ”high price” (flat tariff) scenario. Relative
changes to ”No DER” are in brackets below the absolute values.
No DER
Total costs
in USD
Total emissions
in kgCO2
Total DER gen.
in kWh
OS in USD
CS in USD
US in USD

44.9

Bi-level model (4.14)
wtpt,i
pU
t

0.0
-

32.8
(-27.0%)
220.9
(-31.2%)
127.5
-

44.9
0.0%)
220.9
(-31.2%)
127.5
-

52.7
(17.3%)
220.9
(-31.2%)
127.5
-

63.4
(41.1%)
221.6
-31.0%)
127.5
-

61.1
(36.0%)
232.5
(-27.5%)
118.4

0.0
0.0
36.8

0.0
30.6
26.7

12.1
18.4
26.7

19.9
10.7
26.7

30.6
0.0
26.7

28.1
1.6
27.4

36.8

57.2
(55.8%)

57.2
(55.8%)

57.2
(55.8%)

57.2
(55.8%)

57.1
(55.4%)

33.8

15.3
(-54.6%)

15.3
(-54.6%)

15.3
(-54.6%)

15.3
(-54.6%)

16.0
(-52.7%)

320.9

TW in USD
Loss in USD

EW maximization (4.13)
V
0
pG
λP
t
t,i

The EW maximizes the total welfare of the EC, but the welfare distribution
depends on the pricing scheme. Naturally, using the pricing scheme pO
t,i = 0
allocates all the EW from DER entirely to the consumers. In contrast, if pO
t,i
PV
is set equal to pG
or
λ
the
welfare
is
shared
among
the
consumers’
and
the
t,i
t
DER owner, with the latter earning a higher surplus under the latter scheme,
as summarized in Table 4.1.
The bi-level model, in contrast, aims at maximizing the owner’s revenues
or OS. Under the discriminatory pricing, the DER owner fully exploits
the consumer’s WTP for higher costs by setting prices accordingly, as the
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consumers are ”captives” of the owner. Hence, all the surplus from DER
goes to the DER owner, whereas the consumer utility, as the sum of costs,
emissions, and DER, does not change compared to the case without DER
(CS = 0).
Not surprisingly, Table 4.1 shows that the CS is marginally higher under
uniform price auctions, while the owner’s revenues are higher for discriminatory price auctions. As a result of uniform price auctions, total welfare losses
increases by 1.9 % (high price scenario) compared to all the other cases with
DER. As discussed previously, the welfare losses are the result of artificial
scarcity (by selling to the market rather than to consumers), as the owner is
willing to accept inefficiency in energy allocation in order to maximize it’s
revenues.

4.3.3. Sensitivity analysis regarding the solar power
capacity

CS

OS

USD

60
40
20
0
0

20

40

PV size in kWp
Max BW
EW (pOt, i = 0)
Max

BW
EW (pOt, i

= pGt )

60

0

20

40

60

PV size in kWp
EW (pOt, i = tPV)
Max BW
Bi-level (discriminatory)

Bi-level (uniform)

Figure 4.6.: Sensitivity analysis regarding the maximum PV plant size The vertical line
shows the plant size of the previous investigation (16.6 kWp).

So far, the analysis has considered a fixed size of the PV/battery system. Fig.
4.6 shows the results of a sensitivity analysis regarding the PV plant size.
The implemented pricing mechanism determines how EW is shared between
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consumers and the DER owner. The saturation effect in Fig. 4.6 occurs
when there is a distinct switch from supplying DER to consumers to selling
to the wholesale market. An interesting observation is that under the λPt V
pricing scheme for the EW model, the DER owner benefits the most up to
an installed capacity of about 30 kWp, but there is a distinct switch towards
a higher CS after exceeding the threshold. The explanation is that the dual
variable λPt V , which represents the marginal value of solar generation, is set
by the consumers‘ WTP or the wholesale market. By increasing the PV plant
CP
size, this value is mostly defined by the market price pM
. In contrast, the
t
O
G
pt,i = pt pricing scheme results in increase CS and OS as a function of the
solar PV size, although the growth rate is lower when PV capacity exceeds
30 kWp.

4.4. Résumé
To address the question of energy allocation and pricing of DER in an EC,
two different models are developed. Additionally, consumer preferences are
characterized by multiple objectives such as emissions reduction and on-sitegeneration in addition to cost. While the first model maximizes the total
local welfare of the EC, the second model assumes that the DER owner acts
strategically in a game theoretical (bi-level) model to increase its revenue.
Both models (4.13) and (4.14) are efficient in the sense that consumers that
place the highest value on DERs are served first, followed by the consumer
with the second highest valuation, etc.
The results show that the optimization of EC welfare allocates energy identically to the bi-level model with a discriminatory price auction. The introduction of prices determine how the EC welfare from DERs is shared
between the consumers and the DER owner. As multiple pricing schemes are
presented, the situation, in reality, may depend on the affiliation between
owner and consumers (e.g., ownership models). For practical implementation,
both models are suitable: The EW maximization makes intuitive sense for
a community shared battery and solar project, where owners may also be
consumers.
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As solar PV is a representative technology for renewable DERs and the
battery as one for ESS, the proposed model may also be applied to other
community energy systems. The following Chapter 5 extends the operational
concept of this chapter by the investment perspective. Additionally, it includes
multiple DER and ESS technologies, as well as considerations in terms of
ECs stability.
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4.5. Nomenclature
Sets
t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T } . . Time periods e.g. hours
i ∈ N = {1, . . . , N } . . Consumer

Decision variables
pO
t,i . . . . . . . . . . .
pUt
Bin
qt,i

Price for solar PV and battery procurement applied
to consumer i
. . . . . . . . . . . Uniform price for solar PV and battery applied to
all consumers
. . . . . . . . . . . Power flow into the battery

PV

qt grid . . . . . . . . .
B
qt grid . . . . . . . . . .
qtP Vcurtail . . . . . . . .
G
qt,i
. . . . . . . . . . .
PV
qt,i . . . . . . . . . . .
Bout
qt,i
. . . . . . . . . .
L
PV
λt,i , λt,i . . . . . . . .
min
min
µG
, µPt,iVmin , µB
t,i
t,i
SOCt . . . . . . . .
uC
. . . . . . . . .
i
costsi . . . . . . . .
emissionsi . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

deri . . . . . . . . . . .
rev O . . . . . . . . . .

Power feed (of solar PV generation) into the grid
Power feed (of the battery) into the grid
Power curtailment (of solar PV generation)
Power flow from grid to consumer i
Power flow from solar PV plant to consumer i
Power flow from battery to consumer i
Dual variables of supply = demand and limited
solar PV generation constraint
Dual variables of the inequality constraints
Battery state of charge
Utility of consumer i
Electricity costs of consumer i
Emissions caused by the electricity consumption
of consumer i
Electricity generated by distributed energy resources
(DER) consumed by consumer i
Revenues of DER owner
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Parameters
eG
t . . . . . . . . . . . .
pG
t,i . . . . . . . . . . .
CP
. . . . . . . . . .
pM
t
wtpt,i . . . . . . . . . .
L
qt,i
. . . . . . . . . . .
B
q̄ . . . . . . . . . . . .
q̄tP V . . . . . . . . . . .
wiE . . . . . . . . . . .

Marginal grid emissions
Price of electricity from the grid
Wholesale market clearing price
Willingness-to-pay
Load of consumer i
Maximum charging and discharging battery power
Electricity generation of PV plant
Individual weight for emissions of consumer i in
$/kgCO2
DER
wi
. . . . . . . . . . Individual weight for DER of consumer i in $/kWhDER
¯
SOC
. . . . . . . . . . Maximum state of charge
SOC . . . . . . . . . . Minimum state of charge
¯

SOCinit . . . . . . . . . Initial and end state of charge for period T
η B . . . . . . . . . . . Efficiency factor of the battery

Welfare measures
CS . . . . . . . . . . .
OS . . . . . . . . . . .
US . . . . . . . . . . .
Loss . . . . . . . . . .
EW . . . . . . . . . . .
TW . . . . . . . . . . .
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Consumer surplus
DER owner surplus
Utility company surplus
Loss of economic efficiency
Energy community welfare
Total welfare

5. Sharing of Value and Ensuring
the Stability of Energy
Communities
This chapter brings together the investment perspective of Chapter 3 and
the individual point of view of each participant as introduced in Chapter
4. It bases on the paper “On the Stability of Energy Communities from a
Game Theoretical Point of View” (Fleischhacker et al., 2019a), submitted
to “IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid”1 . The aim of this chapter is the
introduction of the joint investment and operation of DERs and ESSs within
an apartment building. Therefore, multiple games are formulated, basing
on cooperative and non-cooperative game theory. The games are designed
to reflect real-world situations, e.g., that consumers are either tenants or
house-owners. The previous chapters assume that EC are stable, i.e., no
member chooses to leave the EC. The following proves that a stable ECs are
not always the case and introduce a stabilization mechanism based on rent
costs for the PV area.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, methods for joint investment and operation of DERs and ESSs, the allocation of value and
considerations on the stability of ECs are presented. Section 5.2 presents the
assumptions and parameterization of a numerical example in Austria, while
comprehensive results are shown in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses this
chapter. Section 5.5 on page 101 introduces all sets, variables and parameters
used throughout this chapter.
1

The individual contribution of this thesis’ author is enlisted in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.1.: Graphical representation of the methods of this paper, consisting of three
blocks.

5.1. Methods
The purpose of the EC with the members i ∈ I is to invest in joint generation
and storage for electricity and heat and hot-water provision. In this case, the
EC forms a coalition to share benefits, most importantly economic benefits,
e.g., by the increase of self-consumption and economies-of-scale (EoS). It is
assumed that there is an apartment house with two roles: consumers (Cs)
and owners (Os). While Cs consume energy (e.g., for electricity and heat), Os
own the house. There may also be mixed roles of i, e.g. Cs are also Os. On
the other hand, there is an area suitable for community solar PV. The area
could be either the rooftop (for rooftop mounted solar PV) or a green space
(for ground-mounted). The area is either owned by the Os of the apartment
building or a third party.
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Fig. 5.1 shows the methodological setup of this paper. In a first step, the
setup of the game is defined consisting of members i ∈ I, as well as rent costs
for the PV system CPRent
V . In the second step, we use a joint investment and
operation problem (JIOP) to compute the payoffs v(S) of different coalitions
S, e.g., three of four Cs form a coalition. Thirdly, the payoff sharing problem
(PSP) to allocate the payoff among the players is solved by the Shapley
value and the Coalitional Nash Bargaining methods. The approach bases on
Theorem 1 of Wang and Huang (2016) proving that the decision variables of
an EC may be split into joint planning and operational decisions (q, p, b) and
a payoff sharing decision (x).
Section (5.1.1) describes the setups of different games, while Section (5.1.2)
provides some background on concepts of the cooperative game theory relevant
for this chapter. Section (5.1.3) describes the JIOP and (5.1.4) the PSP.

5.1.1. Setups of the Game

Owner

HECrR:
O rents
resource

Consumers

Consumers

HECwR:
O joins
HEC

TEC

Consumers

HECw/oR
Owner

HEC

Rents
flats,
DERs
and
ESSs

Community photovoltaic

Resident 1

Shop

Heat grid

Metering point for
electricity
Metering point for
heating and hot water
Ownership

Resident 2

Kinder
garten

Community
heat pump or
electric heater

Community
thermal
storage Community
system
battery

Electricity grid

Figure 5.2.: Graphical representation of the setups of the game (5.1.1) and the use case of
the energy community in Austria (5.2).

ECs may be available in different setups, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The left-hand
side of Fig. 5.2 shows the setups of the game, while it also shows the energy
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flows from and to DERs and ESSs. The setups are formed around typical
real-life relationships, with different rental and ownership contracts:
Homeowner Energy Community (HEC): Firstly, Cs share the ownership
of the house. Thus, Cs live and own the house. In this case, the EC
consists of I = {C} and has the objective to reduce the total building
energy costs. The rooftop may be shared between Cs, with or without
rent costs.
HEC without resources (HECw/oR): The second setup elaborates on the
case that the O as a third party owns the resource2 suitable for community solar PV. While Cs may decide to invest in DERs (without PV)
and ESSs, O has two options, joining the HEC or renting the resource:
HEC with Resource Owner (HECwR): O may decide to invest in PV
and sell the generation to Cs or the market. In this case, O joins
the EC for, i.e., I = {C, O}.
HEC renting Resources (HECrR): O may rent the rooftop to Cs, enabling them to invest in solar PV. In this case the EC I = {C} is
charged by O.
Tenant Energy Community (TEC): Thirdly, O may own the whole house,
and Cs are tenants. If O invests in DER and ESS, energy costs of Cs
are reduced. Thus, O joins the EC I = {C, O}.
On the one hand, setups HEC, HECwR and TEC are cooperative games. On
the other hand, HECrR is a hybrid game, since O plays a non-cooperative
game with the HEC I = {C}, playing a cooperative game between it’s
members Cs.

5.1.2. Cooperative Games
The problem of an EC is defined by the cooperative game theory as a coalitional game Game = (I, v) with an exchangeable utility (i.e., side payments).
Within the game, players i ∈ I join a coalition S ⊂ I creating a monetary
2
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Rooftop or any other area (e.g., a farmer’s land).

5.1. Methods
payoff v(S). If all players join the coalition I they form the Grand Coalition
(GC).
If the core of a game (defined in Section 5.1.2.1) is non-empty, all coalitions,
∀i ∈ I are incentivized to stay in the GC. In a game with an exchangeable
utility, the value of the GC v(I) can be divided among its members in any
mutually agreeable fashion, and transferred from one party to the other via
side payments: the question is how to allocate the total payoff among the
parties (Lo Prete and Hobbs, 2016). Thus, this work uses two concepts of the
cooperative game theory: the Shapley value (Section 5.1.2.2) and Coalitional
Nash Bargaining (Section 5.1.2.3), to allocate
X
xi = v(I).
(5.1)
i∈I

For the sake of simplicity, the allocation methods are named Shapley and Nash,
respectively. As a measure of coalitional stability, Section 5.1.2.4 introduces
the Cost of Stability.

5.1.2.1. Core
Shapley defines the core as “a set of payoff configurations that leave no
coalition in a position to improve the payoffs to all of its members” (Shapley
and Shubik, 1973), and satisfies conditions of individual and group rationality.
Individual rationality means the payoff of each player should be greater or
equal to zero. Group rationality means that the sum of the total gains of all
group members in coalition S should be positive that no coalition receives a
payoff that is lower than the sum of each member’s payoffs by acting alone.
Finally, the sum of the gains of all players should equal the value of the grand
coalition (Lo Prete and Hobbs, 2016).
The core is constituted by all allocations of the total value of the game v(I)
such that all coalitions S are incentivized to stay in the GC. The core is
defined as:
(5.1)

(5.2a)
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∀S ⊂ I,

X

xi (v) ≥ v(S).

(5.2b)

i∈S

The concept of the core has two disadvantages: (i) it is sometimes empty
and (ii) if it is not empty, it contains an infinite range of allocations. As
usually assumed in cooperative game theory, e.g., by Abada et al. (2017), it
is considered that an EC is stable (or viable) if and only if the core is not
empty.

5.1.2.2. Shapley Value
The Shapley value introduced in Shapley and Shubik (1973) is a widely
used allocation rule. It satisfies three properties: symmetry, linearity, and
Pareto-optimality. The detailed formulation of the Shapley value, where the
allocation of each player of the game is calculated may be formulated as
xShapley
=
i

X

(v(S) − v(S/i))

i∈S⊂I

(n − s)!(s − 1)!
n!

(5.3)

with v(S/i) as the payoff of the coalition without player i. The numbers s
and n denotes the cardinal of S and I, respectively.
As stated in the introduction, the motivation for using Shapley is that the
solution explicitly considers the power of each possible coalition in the game.
The Shapley value is unique and not necessarily lies within the core. Lippman
and Rumelt, 2003

5.1.2.3. Coalitional Nash Bargaining
Nash describes with the Nash Bargaining method how to share the payoff of
a two-player game as the outcome of a negotiation process (Nash, 1953). The
Nash bargaining solution is unique for bargaining games satisfying Pareto
optimality, symmetry, scale independence, and independence of irrelevant
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alternatives (Avrachenkov et al., 2015). Compte and Jehiel (2008) expands
the method by the Coalitional Nash Bargaining as a non-linear program
Y

ash
max
xN
−
y
(5.4a)
i
i
ash
xN
i

subject to

i∈I
ash
xN
i

≥ yi

∀i ∈ I

(5.4b)

(5.2)
with the disagreement point yi , being the outcome, if the players cannot agree.
This work defines the yi = v(i) as the individual payoff of the player i, as the
payoff of the game S = {i}. In comparison to Shapley, the coalition Nash
Bargaining solution is formulated as an optimization problem including the
core (5.2). Thus, it is ensured that if (5.4) is feasible, the solution is in the
core. Furthermore, the Nash Bargaining solution is a very effective method
to model interactions among negotiation processes, which fits very well to
the games defined in Section 5.1.1.

5.1.2.4. Cost of Stability (CoS)
To measure the stability of a coalitional game’s outcome, Bachrach et al.
(2009) introduce a linear program in the form of
min ∆
xi ,∆
X
subject to
xi ≥ v(S)

(5.5a)
(5.5b)

i∈S

X

xi = v(I) + ∆

(5.5c)

i∈I

xi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ I

(5.5d)

to calculate the cost of stability ∆. Given a coalitional game Game = (I, v),
∆ is the smallest external payment needed to stabilize it. If ∆ ≤ 0, the game
has a core (stable EC), ∆ > 0 indicates that no core is available (unstable
EC). As an example: If Game1 has the outcome ∆1 < 0 and Game2 the
outcome ∆2 < 0 with ∆1 < ∆2 , it can be concluded that both games are
stable, but Game1 has a higher stability than Game2 .
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5.1.3. Joint Investment and Operation Problem (JIOP)
As shown in Fig. 5.1, the setup of the game defines the JIOP. The JIOP
calculates the individual payoffs of all possible 2n − 1 coalitions S. The
following analyzes, the JIOP minimizes the total costs of the EC, with
optimal investment and optimal energy management for the EC. As shown in
Fig. 5.1, the investment decisions include the investments and the operation
of DERs (D), ESSs (H) and grid procurement (G) for the coalitions. Firstly,
objectives of all players are defined, followed by a detailed calculation of the
payoff for each setup.

5.1.3.1. Objectives of all Players
The Cs of a coalition S are interested in reducing the total costs. Thus their
objective
min total costs C,wI (S) =
q,p,b

!
X

invf ix

A d bD C d

+

X

+

(5.6a)

j

d

X

invpower

max
pD
Cd
j,d

As

max
pH
Csinvpower
j,h

SOCmax invcap
+ qj,h
Cs



(5.6b)

s,c,j

+

X

max
pG
Ccf ixd
j,c

(5.6c)

Rent
max
pD
j,P V (I\S) CP V

(5.6d)

G2L Retail
qj,t,c
Ct,c

(5.6e)

L2G M arket
Ct,c
qj,t,c

(5.6f)

c

+

X
j

+

X
j,t,c

−

X
j,t,c

consists of investment, maintenance and operation costs for DERs (5.6a), ESSs
(5.6b), annual fixed grid costs (5.6c), rent costs for the PV area that is not
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the property of S (5.6d). We expresses different prices for energy procurement
and revenues for selling at the wholesale market price via (5.6e) and (5.6f),
respectively. The market design in Europe, especially in Austria, changed in
the recent years. Nowadays it favours investment subsidies for DERs and ESSs
over feed-in-premium or net-metering schemes. Note that the model may be
easily adopted to handle other market designs (e.g., net metering). Equation
(5.6f) reflects this situation by the introduction of a wholesale market based
M arket
price Ct,c
. The decisions variables q describes energy flows, p installed
capacities and b the binary variables for the investment decision.
Furthermore, the JIOP has technical constraints in the form
X
X
D2L
H2L
G2L
C2L
qj,t,c,d
+
qj,t,c,h
+ qj,t,c
+ qj,t,c
d

(5.7a)

h

=

X

L2D
qj,t,c,d
+

X

L2H
L2G
L2C
qj,t,c,h
+ qj,t,c
+ QLj,t,c + qj,t,c

d
h
C2L
L2C
qj,t,c = qj,t,c
Din L2D
Dout D
D2L
0 ≤ qj,t,c
≤ ηt,d
qj,t,c,d ≤ ηt,d
qj,t,c,d
D
max
0 ≤ qj,t,c,d
≤ pD
∆T ≤ bd M
j,d

X

max
pD
≤ PdDmax
j,d

∀d ∈ {P V (S), P V (I\S)}

(5.7b)
(5.7c)
(5.7d)
(5.7e)

j
SOC
SOC
L2H Hin
qj,t−1,c,h
= qj,t,c,h
+ qj,t,c,h
ηs
SOC
SOC
qj,0,c,h
= qj,T,c,h
=0
SOCmax
SOC
0 ≤ qj,t,c,h
≤ qj,t−1,c,h
max
0 ≤ pSj,c,h
≤ bH
hM
L2H
max
0 ≤ qj,t−1,c,h
≤ pH
∆T
j,h
H2L
max
0 ≤ qj,t−1,c,h
≤ pH
∆T
j,h
G2L
max
0 ≤ qj,t,c
≤ pG
∆T
j,c
Gmax
L2G
0 ≤ qj,t,c ≤ pj,c ∆T

H2L
− qj,t,c,h
/ηsHout

(5.7f)
(5.7g)
(5.7h)
(5.7i)
(5.7j)
(5.7k)
(5.7l)
(5.7m)

with the energy balance within the EC (5.7a), the energy sharing equilibrium
(5.7b), technical restrictions of the processes (5.7c)-(5.7e), of the storages
(5.7f)-(5.7i) and the grid procurement (5.7j)-(5.7k) and infeed (5.7l)-(5.7m).
(5.7e) introduces the limited resource for PV (reflected by a maximum installed
capacity P Dmax ) and differentiate between PV systems without rent costs
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P V (S) (owned by the coalition S) and PV systems with rent costs P V (I\S)
(not owned by the coalition S).
As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, this work differentiates between three setups,
having an impact on CPRent
V :

HEC If Cs own the roof C, all S 6= I are affected by rent cost, also named
internal payments (Section 5.1.4). For the GC (S = I), PPDVmax
(I\S) = 0 in
(5.6d).

HECw/oR If O joins the EC at HECwR, CPRent
V = 0 but O gets a share of
the payoff xO . On the contrary, HECrR lets O acting strategically and charges
the EC with CPRent
V ≥ 0 (see external payment in Section 5.1.4) generating
X
Rent
max
revenuesO,wI =
pD
(5.8)
j,P V (I\S) CP V .
j

TEC O owns the whole building, invests in DERs, and sells energy to Cs
accordingly. This setup assumes no payments for the PV area in this case,
CPRent
V = 0, ∀S.
As the core of the game may be empty, this work proposes to stabilize the
EC by either internal or external payments based on the work of Meir et al.
(2011). External payments affect all coalitions, as an external party is paid.
Contrary, internal payments are transferred to players not part of the coalition.
Consequentially, the GC is not affected by internal payments.
Theorem 3 (Stabilization of an EC by an internal payment). Given a
coalitional game of an EC, Game = (I, v) with an empty core, there is an
internal payment within the EC δ int > 0 based on PV capacity stabilizing the
EC.
Proof. In the case the core is empty, there is
v(S) + v(I\S) > v(I), ∃S ∈ I.
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max
By introducing an internal payment for the PV capacity pD
not owned by
PV
0
int
max
the coalition S, the payoff of ∀S 6= I changes to v (S) = v(S) − pD
.
P V (S)δ
Consequentially,

δ int ≥

v(S) + v(I\S) − v(I)
Dmax
max
pD
P V (I\S) + pP V (S)

(5.10)

which defines the threshold necessary to stabilize game Game = (I, v) by an
max
internal payment. As (5.9) and pD
≥ 0, δ int ≥ 0.

PV
Theorem 4 (Stabilization of an EC by an external payment). Given a
coalitional game of an EC G = (I, v) with an empty core, there is an external
payment δ ext > 0 from the EC to an external (third) party based on PV
capacity stabilizing the EC.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3, with the difference
that the external payment δ ext effects ∀S ⊂ I resulting in
δ ext ≥

v(S) + v(I\S) − v(I)
.
Dmax
max
+ pD
P V (I\S) − pP V (I)

max
pD
P V (S)

max
Note that δ ext > δ int , since pD
P V (I) is included in the denominator.

(5.11)


An internal payment reduces the payoff of all coalitions excluding the GC,
while an external payment effects all coalitions. Therefore, and as shown in
the proofs of Theorem 3 and 4, δ ext > δ int . While Theorem 3 is applied for
setup HEC, Theorem 4 is applied for HECrR.

5.1.3.2. Payoff of a Homeowner Energy Community (HEC)
Firstly, the payoff of a coalition of Cs is defined as

X
C,w/oI
C,wI
v(S) =
total costs
(S) − total costs
(S)

(5.12)

i∈S

as the difference in total costs (without (w/oI) and with (wI) investments).
In the case of w/oI, energy demand is satisfied by grid procurement. The
results in Section 5.3 show results of different ownership assumptions, as well
as the impact of CPRent
V .
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5.1.3.3. Payoff of Homeowner Energy Community without Resources
(HECw/oR)
For HECwR, the participation of O enables the EC to invest in PV, expressed
as
(
PPDVmax O ∈ S
max
pD
(S)
=
(5.13)
PV
0
otherwise
with the calculation of v(S) by (5.12).
Whereas for case HECrR, the O charges the EC I = {C} with CPRent
≥ 0,
V
Rent
reducing the consumers’ value. Two results for CP V , both resulting from
bi-level optimization models, are of particular interest:
: As discussed above, the EC may not be stable without
• CPRent,min
V
external payments. If O intends in stabilizing the EC in the long run,
the CPRent
the result of
V
cRent
PV

(5.14a)

subject to (5.2)

(5.14b)

{

min
cRent
P V ,x

}

{b,q,p}

min

{b,q,p}

(5.6) subject to (5.7)

O,wI
If the EC is stable without CPRent
= 0.
V , revenues
Rent,max
• CP V
: If the intention of the owner is to maximize the revenues,

{

max
cRent
P V ,x

}

revenuesO,wI (cRent
PV )

(5.15a)

{b,q,p}

subject to

min

{b,q,p}

(5.6) subject to (5.7)

may be applied. The bi-level optimization model ensures that cRent∗
is
PV
chosen in a way so that the EC still invests into PV, but resulting in
the highest revenues for the O. (5.15) is a Stackelberg game since the O
has complete information of Cs decisions (Fleischhacker et al., 2018).
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5.1.3.4. Payoff of Tenant Energy Community (TEC)
In this setup, O is the investor. If O is not part of the EC, no investments in
DER or ESS are possible. Thus, the EC’s payoff changes to
(
(5.12) if O ∈ S
v(S) =
(5.16)
0
else.
O,wI
with CPRent
= xO .
V = 0. As O joins the EC, revenues

5.1.4. Payoff Sharing Problem (PSP)
The PSP derives the optimal allocation of payoff to incentivize cooperative
planning for the EC. The algorithms (Shapley and Nash) use the result of the
JIOP (Game = (I, v)) as input and calculate xi . Note that v is the result of
2n − 1 JIOP runs. For allocation, either Shapley (5.3) or Nash (5.4) is used.

5.2. Definition of the Use Case
To illustrate a potential application of the proposed models, the framework is
applied to a real use case in the municipality of Großschönau, Austria. It is
considered that the EC consists of four consumers: one grocery store (shop),
one kindergarten and two residential consumers (resident 1 and 2)3 shown in
Fig. 5.2. Table 5.1 shows the annual demand of all four consumers as well as

3

This work uses measured data for the electricity and heat consumption (for space
heating and hot water) with a 15 min time resolution. Electricity and heat profiles: measured
from Großschönau in 15 min time interval from the year 2017 (Frantes, 2018). Other time
series data: solar radiation (MINES ParisTech / Transvalor, 2018) and outdoor temperature
(ZAMG, 2012). Models: solar PV (Huld et al., 2010) and heat pump (Lindberg et al.,
2016).
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the correlation coefficient as used in Wang and Huang (2016) of demand and
solar PV generation, defined as
P
(Xt − X)(Yt − Y )
qP
ρX,Y = qP t
(5.17)
2
2
t (Xt − X)
t (Yt − Y )
with time series X and Y (dimension t) and mean values X and Y , respectively.
The data in Table 5.1 shows that shop has the highest consumption as well
as the highest correlation of both demand types with solar PV, therefore the
highest value for solar generation. On the contrary, both, resident 1 and 2
have a low annual demand as well as a low ρ.
Table 5.1.: Annual consumption of electricity and heat and correlation coefficients.

Resident1
Resident2
Kindergarten
Shop

QL
j,Elec
in kWh

QL
j,Heat
in kWh

ρElec,P V

ρHeat,P V

2,742
3,253
3,393
90,393

12,071
12,890
61,190
102,852

0.037
-0.031
0.330
0.348

-0.065
-0.064
-0.263
0.180

As shown in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2, the EC may choose to invest in DERs and ESSs
or purchase from the electricity and heat grid4 . As a result of limited PV, PV
investments are restricted by a 150 m2 (22.8 kWp ).
The methods introduced in Section (5.1) are implemented in the Python
modeling framework Pyomo (Hart et al., 2017) and solved it with the solvers
Gurobi5 version 8.0.1 (Gurobi Optimization, 2018) and IPOPT6 version 3.11.1
(Wächter and Biegler, 2006), respectively.

4

Retail
Electricity rate: Ct,Elec
= 15.92 ct/kWh (generation charge 5.99 ct/kWh, delivery
Retail
charge 5.141 ct/kWh and taxes 4.78 ct/kWh); heat rate: Ct,Heat
= 7.2 ct/kWh (including
generation, delivery and taxes). Data from (Frantes, 2018; E-Control, 2018). The market
price for selling electricity to the grid is the wholesale price at the power exchange
EXAAEXAA, 2018. As this work assumes an unidirectional high temperature heat grid,
feed-in of thermal energy is not possible.
5
Used for the problems JIOP (5.6)-(5.7) and CoS (5.5).
6
Used for the PSP, Nash Bargaining solution (5.4).
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5.3. Results
In this section, we firstly elaborate on unstable coalitions, followed by results
for the HEC in Section 5.3.2, HECw/oR in Section 5.3.3 and a comparison
and the results of TEC in 5.3.4.

5.3.1. Unstable Coalitions due to an Restricted PV Area
Considering setup HEC with a limited solar PV of 150 m2 , leads to a maximum
capacity of 22.8 kWp . Fig. 5.3 shows the payoff v(S) of each coalition as well
as the installed capacity of solar PV. Hereby two assumptions are shown:
limited and unlimited area for solar PV.
v(S) in EUR

S1 ={Resident1}
S2 ={Resident2}

j, d

pjD, dmax (S) in kWp

S3 ={Kindergarten}
S4 ={Shop}

Assumptions:

S5 ={Resident1, Resident2}
S6 ={Resident1, Kindergarten}
S7 ={Resident1, Shop}
S8 ={Resident2, Kindergarten}
S9 ={Resident2, Shop}
S10 ={Kindergarten, Shop}

Limited area
for solar PV
(150m2 =22.8kWp )
Unlimited area
for solar PV

S11 ={Resident1, Resident2, Kindergarten}
S12 ={Resident1, Resident2, Shop}
S13 ={Resident1, Kindergarten, Shop}
S14 ={Resident2, Kindergarten, Shop}

I = S15 ={Resident1, Resident2, Kindergarten, Shop}

0

10000

0

100

Figure 5.3.: Payoff of each coalition S ⊆ I, v(S) and installed capacity in solar PV.

The game with limited area for solar PV has an empty core, shown by
the following illustration: A joint investment by all consumers (I) result
in a total payoff of 14 109 EUR. Alternatively, the investment can be carried out by coalition S4 ∈ {Shop} with a payoff of 7936 EUR or coalition
S11 ∈ {Resident1, Resident2, Kindergarten} with a payoff of 6685 EUR. Both
coalitions use the total available area. The EC is unstable, as the payoff of
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the GC v(I) = 14 109 EUR and v(I) < v(S4 ) + v(S11 ). Thus, for coalitions
S4 and S11 it is better to invest individually. The area for solar PV is a
limited resource, and cannot be shared between two coalitions who want to
fully utilize it. Under this assumptions, the coalition does not find a solution
suitable for all members and the GC “breaks apart”.
If the area is not restricted by an upper bound (e.g., in the case of a large
greenfield for PV expansion close to the EC), the GC would invest into a
capacity of 141.5 kWp . In this case, the allocation algorithms Shapley and
Nash could be applied. Tab. 5.2 shows the results of the allocation xi . If the
resource for solar PV is not limited, the core is not empty and xi of both
allocation methods is within the core.
Table 5.2.: Results for unstable (limited PV resource) and stable outcome.

xi in EUR
Resident1
Resident2
Kindergarten
Shop
(a)

Core empty.

Limited resource
for solar PV (150 m2 )(a)
Shapley
Nash
1017
1133
4165
7794
(b)

Core not empty.

Unlimited resource
for solar PV(b)
Shapley
Nash
1172(∗)
1323(∗)
4681(∗)
10430(∗)

(∗)

1183(∗)
1346(∗)
4664(∗)
10414(∗)

Within the core.

5.3.2. Results for a Homeowner Energy Community
Consequentially, an internal payment is introduced to stabilize the outcome
in the case of a limited PV resource. It is assumed that the Cs share the PV
area equally (25 % per C). In the case that the coalition S needs more PV
area than owned by the coalition (> s 0.25 PPDVmax ), an internal rent is payed
to I\S. It is assumed that Cs hold equal shares of the PV area (25 % per C),
which means that each C receives 25 % of the internal rent. Fig. 5.4 shows
the allocation xi to the Cs for both allocation methods, Shapley and Nash,
as a function an internal payment CPRent
= δ int . Note that for the interval
V
0 ≤ CPRent
≤ 37 EUR/kWp the core is empty and therefore EC becomes
V
unstable. Hence, an internal payment, δ int >= 37 EUR/kWp , is required for
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a stable EC. As shown in Fig. 5.4 internal payments decrease the CoS until
CPRent
≥ 150 EUR/kWp . Beyond this point, ∀S 6= I stop to invest into PV
V
and there is therefore no further stabilization of the EC.

Allocation

8000

No Stability

xi in EUR

6000
4000

i
Resident1

2000

Resident2
Kindergarten
Shop

500
in EUR

Method

Cost of stability

Shapley

No Stability

Nash

0
500

0

50

100

CPRVent

150

200

in EUR/kWp/a

250

300

Figure 5.4.: Allocation xi as function of CPRent
(Shapley and Nash), with the PV area
V
equally shared between all Cs (HEC).

5.3.3. Results for a Homeowner Energy Community
without Resources
Fig. 5.5 (top) shows the allocation to Cs and O in the case O owns the PV
resource. As the difference between Nash and Shapley is similar, Fig. 5.5
only shows the results for Nash. The straight line indicates the cooperative
solution for HECwR (i.e., O joining the EC). In comparison to HEC, the
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Shapley
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xi in EUR

solution6000
for HECwR is stable without the need for additional payments. Note
that HECwR is not affected by CPRent
V .
4000

Rent
Rent, min the allocation,
The dotted lines in Fig. 5.5 Cshows
if, max
O is not joining the EC, and
CPV
PV
ext
instead 2000
charging the EC with an external payment CPRent
. Revenues for
V = δ
Rent,max
Rent,min
Rent,min
O are highest at CP V
and lowest for CP V
. CP V
= 42 EUR/kWp
marks the minimum external payment ensuring a stable EC.

0

Allocation (Nash)

8000

No Stability

xi in EUR

6000
4000

Owner
Resident1
Resident2
Kindergarten
Shop
Setup
HECwR
HECrR

Rent, max
CPV

Rent, min
CPV

2000
0

0

25

50

75

100

125

Rent in EUR/kW /a
CPV
p

150

175

i

200

in EUR

Cost of Stability

400
200
0

Setup
HECwR
HECrR

97 EUR
0

50

Rent
CPV

100

150

in EUR/kWp /a

200

Figure 5.5.: Allocation with Nash (top) and CoS (bottom) for HECwR and HECrR.

Fig. 5.5 (bottom) shows the CoS. Since there exists a core, CoS does not
change between the two allocation methods. Compared to HEC, minimum
CoS is −97 EUR for HECwR and HECrR, although CoS for HECrR changes
as a function of CPRent
V . Comparing Fig. 5.5 with Fig. 5.4 shows that ∆ |HEC 
∆ |HECw/oR . This results from the fact that internal payments stabilize the
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EC by decreasing value of all coalitions excluding the GC, while external
payments also affect the GC.

5.3.4. Comparison of all Setups
Nash

xi in EUR

7500
5000
2500
0

HEC

Shapley

7500

xi in EUR

Setup

HECwR
HECrR
TEC

5000
2500
0

ent1
d
i
s
Re

iden
Res

t2

n

Kin

arte
derg

p

Sho

r

ne
Ow

Figure 5.6.: Range of stable allocations for all setups with Shapley and Nash.

Fig. 5.6 shows the range of all stable allocations, therefore ∆T EC ≤ 0. The
results show that xi , i ∈ {C} is highest for HEC since Cs creates value by
DER investment and consumption. The same is also valid for HECw/oR,
with the difference, that O creates value by providing Cs with resources for
solar PV. Interestingly, the results for the TEC differs significantly between
Shapley and Nash. The reason is that O brings a high average marginal
contribution to the EC (strong position for Shapley), but has a bad position
for negotiation (bad position for Nash).
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5.4. Résumé
This chapter investigates the optimal strategy for investment and operation
of DERs and ESSs in ECs. To address the question of how to allocate the
value of DERs and ESS, two methods from the cooperative game theory
(Shapley value, and Coalitional Nash bargaining) are used. The two methods
either rate the weighted average value added by each player to each coalition
(Shapley) or shows the results of a bargaining process (Nash). Therefore, the
solutions suggest a transparent and ”fair” allocation to all players and help
to decrease the negotiation effort necessary to found ECs.
It is also shown, that in dependence of the ECs’ composition, it may lacks
stability since the resources for solar PV are limited (e.g., by rooftop area).
Consequentially, it introduces possibilities of stabilizing the coalitional game
by charging the consumers with additional payments for PV capacity. The
payments are designed in a way to discourage players from breaking up with
the EC. The stabilization measures are based on the real-life relationship
between tenants, house owners, and owners of resources for solar PV.
Firstly, the results of a quantitative example from Austria show that the
EC is unstable due to a limited resource/area for solar PV. Secondly, it
shows that internal (between the members of the EC) and external payments
(from the EC to an external third party), provide incentives to stabilize the
EC. Overall, the results demonstrate that the proposed model is suitable for
practical implementation by solving the planning problem efficiently.
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5.5. Nomenclature
Sets
t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T } . .
i∈S⊂I . . . . . . .

Time periods e.g. hours
Coalitions S as a subset of the Grand Coalition I
with s = |S| and n = |I|
d ∈ {P V, HP, EH} . . Set of DERs
h ∈ {BESS, T ESS} . Set of ESSs
c ∈ {Elec, Heat} . . . Set of energy commodities

Decision variables
q . . . . . . . . . . . .
b . . . . . . . . . . . .
p . . . . . . . . . . . .
q SOCmax . . . . . . . . .
v(S) . . . . . . . . . .
xi . . . . . . . . . . . .
yi . . . . . . . . . . . .
∆ . . . . . . . . . . . .
δ int . . . . . . . . . . .
δ ext . . . . . . . . . . .

Energy flow (in kWh/15min)
Binary investment decision variable: if d or s is
installed [0,1]
Continuous investment decision variable: installed
power (in kW)
Continuous investment decision variable: installed
storage capacity (in kWh)
Payoff of coalition S (in EUR)
Allocation of v(S) to i (in EUR)
Disagreement point, opportunity for i if the coalition breaks apart (in EUR).
Cost of stability (in EUR)
Internal stabilization payment (in EUR/kWp )
External stabilization payment (in EUR/kWp )

Parameters
A . . . . . . . . . . . . Annuity factor
C invf ix . . . . . . . . . Fixed investment costs related with b (in EUR)
C invpower . . . . . . . . Investment costs related in power, i.e. p (in EUR/kW)
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C invcap . . . . . . . . .

Investment costs related in storage capacity, i.e.
q SOCmax (in EUR/kWh)
C Retail . . . . . . . . . Costs for grid procurement (in EUR/kWh)
C M arket . . . . . . . . . Costs for selling to the wholesale market (in EUR/kWh)
CPRent
. . . . . . . . . . Rent costs for PV, price for the resource
V
Dmax
PP V
. . . . . . . . . Maximum PV capacity due to limited rooftop area
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6. Discussion and Synthesis of
Results
6.1. Findings referring to the Research Questions
The previous chapters show different modelling approaches as well as comprehensive results for ECs. This is in-line with this thesis’ objective in response
of the research questions formulated in Chapter 1. In this regard, this chapter
follows up with detailed key findings. Beginning with Research Question 1
What is the value in respect of emission and cost reductions, if energy
communities are implemented on a large scale?
this work, and Chapter 3 in particular, finds that ECs can reduce the costs as
well as emissions. Not surprisingly, solutions for minimum costs and minimum
carbon emissions are contrary to each other. Therefore, information about
the relationship between costs and emissions (e.g., by a Pareto Front) helps
to quantify the optimal technical portfolio as a function of both objectives.
This information provides stakeholders (such as the local government) with
information about the capabilities and restrictions of the local energy system.
In addition, it helps the stakeholders to formulate and quantify feasible
emission reduction targets. The results of Chapter 3 show that emission
reduction is mainly the result of electrification, although the use of one single
energy carrier increases the risk of ECs. Such risks may concern security-ofsupply or the vulnerability to price shocks. The expectations are that ECs
are implemented for existing buildings and infrastructure, i.e., existing grid
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infrastructure. With this, the findings of this thesis are that a transformation
of the local energy system towards sustainability is possible. Nevertheless,
local authorities have to be aware that the transformation has to initiated
in time. Otherwise, externalities (e.g., carbon taxes) and reinvestment of
high-emission infrastructure lead to sunk costs and/or high emissions.
Further, in regard of Research Question 2
If an energy community is implemented, how should the energy be shared and
priced between the members of the community?
Chapter 4 finds efficient allocation and pricing algorithms. The algorithms
are designed in a way to include the consumers’ perspective. Thus, in a first
step, consumer preferences have to be characterized by multiple objectives
such as emission reductions and on-site-generation in addition to cost. Only
in this way, an algorithm allows to picture and maximize the welfare of ECs.
The algorithms developed in this work are efficient in the sense that the
consumers that place the highest value on DERs are served first, followed by
the consumer with the second highest valuation, etc. Secondly, it has to be
defined how ECs are organized and which player owns the assets for generation
and storage (DERs and ESSs). If ECs and the assets are community owned,
welfare optimization models answer how the energy should be allocated.
Appropriate value allocation algorithms are developed in Chapter 4. On the
contrary, if the assets are owned by an external investor, who is seeking for
revenue maximization, non-cooperative game theoretical models give insights
on how the welfare is allocated. If the consumers’ true preferences are revealed,
the economics of DERs as well as the owner’s surplus may be increased.
Finally, regarding Research Question 3
If an energy community is implemented, how to share the value and how to
provide incentives that the members stay within the community?
this work finds that it depends on the organization of the EC. Chapter
5 considers three possible configurations of ECs, starting from community-
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owned to investor-owned assets. This thesis finds that ECs generate value, but
the setup defines how the value is shared between its members. Algorithms
based on the cooperative game theory suggest a “fair” and transparent
allocation to all members and help to decrease the negotiation effort necessary
for the founding and operation of ECs. All allocation methods have in common
that they are not applicable if ECs are not stable and is breaking apart. This
work identifies limited resources (e.g., limited roof area for solar PV) as the
factor causing instability. Appropriate pricing of limited resources, e.g., by the
introduction of internal (between the ECs’ members) and external payments
(to a third party), stabilize ECs and discourages the players from breaking
up with the EC. Real-life implementations of ECs have to consider stability
issues of ECs since it is one key design element.

6.2. Synthesis of the Results
6.2.1. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
Analysis
The following provides a synthesis of this thesis’ studies. The studies show
that ECs can unlock the resources of renewable generation (e.g., rooftops
for solar PV) and flexibility (e.g., storages). Both components are necessary
for a successful transformation of the energy system towards sustainability.
However, where there is light, there is also shade, and thus in the following,
a “Strengths, Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats” (SWOT) Analysis
gives insights in four dimensions. SWOT may be understood as a 2x2 matrix
and differentiate between the internal and external factors ECs face (Hill
and Westbrook, 1997). Strengths and weaknesses are internal factors (i.e.,
by the members of the EC), while opportunities and threats are external
factors (e.g., by markets or regulation). Furthermore, the SWOT analysis
differentiates between helpful (strengths and opportunities) and harmful
factors (weaknesses and threats).
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Table 6.1.: SWOT analysis of ECs.

Internal

External

Helpful

Harmful

Strengths

Weaknesses

-

- Involvement of many participants necessary
- Energy communities could not be
formed
- Limited experience
- Development of new processes
- Consumer participation
- Access to resources

Reduction in costs and emissions
Economies-of-Scale for local investments
Participants may express the preferences
Generation of local value and businesses
Raise awareness

Opportunities

Threats

- Cost reduction (DERs and ESSs) increases the economic efficiency
- New technologies such as EV may trigger the development (e.g., charging in
the city)
- New partnerships
- Resilience

- Legal restrictions and framework
- Market design (including new process)
and grid tariff
- Access to resources
- Information and Communications Technology (ICT)

Table 6.1 shows the comprehensive results of the SWOT analysis. Firstly,
the implementation of ECs have to be beneficial to all members of the
EC. As this thesis shows, ECs provide benefits to the participants, e.g,
reduction in costs and emissions and the exploitation of Economies-of-Scale.
Additionally, consumers are able to express their preferences, which cannot be
entirely satisfied by the current market design. An example is that ECs make
local generation accessible, which may not be the case otherwise. Consumer
participation and acceptance is another key element. Hereby, the thesis
shows that it is possible to involve the consumer twofold: joint investment
or an operational involvement. The first one is an one-time task, although
periodically involvements may be necessary, e.g., selling or purchasing shares
or reinvestment. On the contrary, forwarding preferences for operational
strategies requires a continuous involvement, but could be automatized (e.g.,
submission via a mobile application). Consequentially, ECs generate value to
it’s participants and establish new local businesses. By raising the awareness of
energy generation and consumption, ECs offer also an educational approach.
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ECs face weaknesses, even resulting in a complete inability to act or to be
formed. Most prominent examples are involving a high number of participants
or that participants have opposing expectations and objectives. Also, if ECs
are organized voluntarily, the lack of a contractual framework or sanctions
increases the risk for the EC. As the experience on ECs is limited at this time,
it is not entirely clear how processes (e.g., clearing) have to be organized
or how to integrate technical solutions (e.g., data exchange). The lack of
consumer participation may be a significant weakness of ECs. This means,
that the business model of ECs counts on the fact that consumers are either
investing in DERs or ESSs or consuming energy of those assets. If consumers
cannot be motivated or persuaded to join the EC, it may never exceed the
planning phase.
There exist opportunities for ECs. As it is expected that investment costs for
DERs and ESSs are further decreasing (Jean et al., 2015; Mundada et al.,
2016), it may also be expected, that the economic efficiency of ECs may
increase. Energy transition does not only mean that it changes the way
how energy is generated but also changes the way how energy is used. E.g.,
the implementation of new technologies, such as EVs, requires new ways of
generating, distributing and using energy. The most prominent example is
the utilization of EVs in cities. As parking slots are scattered throughout
the neighborhood and maybe not used by the same consumer, ECs may be
an appropriate way to enable innovative charging processes. Consequentially,
the implementation of new technologies may push the necessity of realizing
ECs. As ECs are composed of different market participants, they also form
new partnerships, different from current relationships. E.g., this means the
introduction of new players (e.g., technology providers) or the reorganization
of processes. So, consumers may be involved further in the currently top-down
organized process of energy generation and distribution. Depending on the
design of the EC, it may also help to increase resilience1 of the community.

1

Resilience is often used in the literature. Sharifi and Yamagata (2016) identified, 196
planning and design criteria for energy resilience and categorized them into five themes:
“infrastructure”, “resources”, “land use, urban geometry and morphology”, “governance”
and “socio-demographic aspects and human behavior”.
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The last category of the SWOT analysis addresses the threats. As they are
considered external to the EC, they are manifold. Most prominent are legal
and regulatory restrictions. So, in most European countries2 currently it is not
possible to form and operate an EC. Consequentially, an appropriate market
design (including new process), as well as a beneficial grid tariff, is necessary.
DERs still depend on natural resources, such as space appropriate for PV
installations. If access to those resources is not possible, the capabilities of
energy generation are limited and so are the advantages of an EC.
Table 6.3.: Overcome harmful factors of ECs.
Internal

External

Local members
- Encouragement of the local community
- Communication to potential members
- Emergence of opinion leaders
Regulation
policy

and
- Ensure a long-term perspective
- Ensuring an environment to develop viable business models

Retailers, contractors and technology providers

Grid
operators
and
metering
companies

2

- Develop new processes for ECs
- Exploit existing channels to communicate with potential members

- Access resources
- Adopt the portfolio by products for
ECs
- Contractual relationship
- Deploy ICT

- Develop new processes for ECs
(e.g., clearing)
- Deploy access to smart meter data

Lettner et al. (2018) provides an overview of legal feasibility of different PV prosumers
models in the European Union.
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Nevertheless it is expected that it is possible to overcome harmful factors
of ECs. In accordance with the players and actors defined in Chapter 1, the
following elaborates on the individual contribution of each player. Table 6.3
considers four types of players:
• Local members of the EC (consumers, prosumers and real estate owners),
• Regulation and policy,
• Retailers, contractors, ESCOs, aggregators and technology providers
and
• Grid operators and metering companies (most important the DSO).
Local members of the EC are very relevant in overcoming the EC’s internal
weaknesses. Most important is the encouragement of other or potential members of the community. With this, well-functioning communication channels
have to be established and maintained. The emergence of opinion leaders
may be necessary for initiating ECs and keeping it stable. As shown by this
thesis, a stable design is a key element of ECs.
Another key design elements are regulatory and policy frameworks which
define the environment of ECs. Thus they have an impact on the external
factors threatening ECs. If well designed, a long-term perspective of ECs is
ensured, and viable business models may be developed.
The following type of players, retailing companies, contractors and technology
providers have an impact on both, internal and external factors of ECs. By the
implementation of new processes, they may help in enabling the administration
and operation of ECs. If these players are present at the markets, they have
existing channels to potential members of ECs. In this respect, the funding
of ECs may be supported. The development of products represents a logical
consequence. As these players know how to deploy infrastructure projects
necessary for ECs, they may tap existing resources (e.g., rooftops for solar
PV). Other inputs of the players also include providing ECs with contractual
relationships and ICT.
Since in most of the European countries DSOs or metering companies are
responsible for metering and clearing (JRC, 2019), they are essential players in
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helping the development of processes for EC. In this regard, their responsibility
may include to give access to metered data and conduct the clearing.

6.2.2. System Perspective
While the SWOT analysis allows studying ECs in detail, it is also necessary
to discuss the impact of ECs’ on the energy system. The term “energy system”
in this regard includes all relevant participants (e.g., other consumers, grid
operators, generators, policy, energy markets) except the EC. The impacts
of ECs on the system are manifold: As stated in Chapter 1 and quantified
in Chapter 3 to 5 of this thesis, ECs provide the opportunity to push the
energy transition and reduce greenhouse gases. Therefore, the most significant
advantage from a system’s perspective is that ECs trigger investments in DERs
and ESSs. Subsequently, Farfan and Breyer (2017) discussed the impacts of
penetration of DERs on the current infrastructure. It is expected that a large
share of existing capacities is vulnerable of becoming stranded assets.
As shown in Anatolitis and Welisch (2017), the transformation of the energy
system becomes more efficient (e.g., auctions for wind power). Efficient expansion of renewable generation also requires efficient exploitation of (renewable)
resources. As shown in Chapter 3 to 5 of this thesis, ECs are a promising way
to increase the transformation’s efficiency. Thus, the work shows exemplarily
for solar PV, that the most efficient resources (e.g., large rooftops with a
southern orientation) are exploited firstly, followed by the second most efficient, etc. In this way, ECs may help to transform the energy system and to
achieve the goals of sustainability with lower transformation costs. As stated
previously, this also requires an appropriate market design.
ECs allow, by the implementation of DERs and ESSs, to increase the share of
local self-consumption. This is not only a result of trading with members of
the ECs but also by the Economies of Scale (EoS). More in detail, if a person
invests in DERs for individual use, the size would be smaller compared to
the case if she can sell energy to members of the community. Grid utilization
may be reduced by the implementation of ECs, although it depends on the
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tariff design. Nevertheless, as shown in this thesis and stated by Mengelkamp
et al. (2018), the availability of grid infrastructure is an “enabler” for ECs,
since it allows the interconnection of its members. Nowadays some business
models for ECs (including those investigated in this thesis) base on the
fact that the grid fee for consuming local generation is lower than for grid
consumption. This fact and the costs-by-cause principle may play an essential
role in designing future tariffs from a system’s perspective. Additionally, the
implementation of ECs increases the system’s flexibility, if the frameworks and
markets are designed in a way to encourage that. As consumers are involved
in the organization of the EC, it also helps to increase the energy transition’s
public acceptance and activates the utilization of local resources. The last
relevant point from a system’s perspective is the transformation towards a
sharing society (including goods and services). As a result of this work, ECs
approaches may be a possibility of integrating sharing in the energy sector.
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The decentralization and democratization of generating and storing energy
provide an opportunity for energy communities. This thesis contributes to
this topic by providing three modeling cases. As the cases are different in
respect to research questions and scope, tailor-made algorithms and methods
have been developed. Different actors relevant to energy communities may
make use of this work’s methods and findings. The method developed in
the first case allows urban planners to analyze city districts of interest in
terms of sustainability and costs. As there exist different setups for energy
communities, the other two modeling cases formulate algorithms to share
energy and investment costs as well as providing feasible clearing algorithms.
While the algorithms of the second case are basing on the non-cooperative
relationship between asset owner and consumer the third modeling case
considers cooperative approaches. As all clearing algorithms base on gametheoretical considerations, they suggest a “fair” allocation based on the
members’ objectives and contribute to the community. The beneficiaries
of these algorithms are potential members of energy communities, such
as consumers, investors, property owners, utility companies and platform
providers.
Following general conclusions can be drawn from the results of the studies:
Energy communities, if properly designed, can lower costs and emissions.
However, the organization of an energy community may be non-trivial since
it requires involving different players with different objectives. Therefore,
individual perspectives have to be taken into account to provide incentives for
the potential participants to enter and stay in the community. This decision
is driven by multiple objectives (e.g., emission reduction), but dominated by
economics. Therefore, the algorithms developed in this work are designed
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in a way to satisfy the consumers’ utility. Nevertheless, the results of the
case studies show that the future design of energy communities (e.g., the
implementation of European guidelines (European Commission, 2017a; European Commission, 2017b), planned for 2021) is a crucial parameter. At
this moment, it should be kept in mind, that the involvement of consumers
is a central element of the energy transition and that they are willing to
contribute without possessing expert-knowledge in this area. The definition
of the market rules should recognize this and provide scalable and liberal
guidelines.
The studies of in this work comprehensively use optimization approaches to
tackle the research questions. This approaches may lack plausibility since
most real-life decisions are not only driven by the objectives identified in this
work. Additionally, assets are not available in any arbitrary size as suggested
by the results of this thesis. Another limitation is the assumption of a perfect
forecast. This is an inherent presumption concerning all cases investigated
in this thesis and may be of relevance for the implementation of energy
communities. Another limitation is the choice of the consumers, and their
load profiles used in the studies. Since they only represent a subset of the
population, different compositions and types of consumers may affect the
results of this analysis.
Besides revealing insights into the topic of energy communities, this thesis
may also formulate future directions of research. Firstly, future research may
extend new technologies, such as hydrogen generation and storages as well as
the fact of technological learning curves. Secondly, the effects of uncertainty,
e.g., in terms of future demand for DERs and market prices, require attention.
One setback of some methods developed in this thesis is that the problems are
computationally hard and the effort raises with the size of energy communities.
Therefore, future research may focus on increasing the performance of the
models to allow practical implementations of the models. Another research
topic may investigates the consumer engagement. Since the functionalities
of energy communities have to be communicated to the consumers, a more
intuitive understanding, of methods developed in this thesis, may be required.
As the focus of this thesis is to consider urban areas, the situation for rural
regions may be discussed separately. Other directions of futures research may
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focus on the perspective of other market participants, especially the utility
company or the optimal composition of energy communities.
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A. Comparison of the three Energy
Communities’ Technical Parameters
Table 1.: Technical Parameters of Chapter 3-5
Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Paper

[1]

[2]

[3]

Perspective

Social planner

(1) Owner of DERs
and ESSs and (2) consumers of electricity

(1) Prosumers of distributed DERs and
ESSs and (2) owner of
solar PV resources

Optimal investment decisions

Yes (DERs, grids and
ESSs)

No

Yes (DERs and ESSs)

Optimal
decisions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Period

Investment cycle of all
assets, up to 40 years

One day

Investment cycle of assets, up to 20 years

Temporal resolution

1 hour

1 hour

15 minutes

Spatial aggregation

Large scale EC (city
district)

Small scale EC (apartment house)

Small scale EC (apartment house)

Methods

Energy system optimization of a district;
Pareto optimization;

Energy system optimization
of
an
apartment
house;
Non-cooperative game
theory
(Stackelberg
game);
Consumer
utility function

Energy system optimization
of
an
apartment
house;
cooperative
game
theory (Shapley value,
Coalitional
Nash
Bargaining)

operational
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Objective function

Costs and emissions

(1)
Revenues
of
the owner and (2)
consumers’
utility
function
(composed
of costs, emissions
and share of local
generation)

(1) Costs of the prosumers (2) Revenues of
the owner

Technology portfolio

DERs
(solarphotovoltaic,
solarthermal, solar-hybrid,
electrolyzer, fuel cell,
electric top-up coil,
gas boiler, heat pump
(liquid-water and airwater), Mikro CHP),
grids (electricity, gas,
and heat and) and
ESSs (battery, thermal, and hydrogen)

DERs
(solarphotovoltaic)
grids
(electricity) and ESSs
(battery)

DERs
(solarphotovoltaic, electric
heater, heat pump
air-water),
grids
(electricity, and heat)
and ESSs (battery,
thermal)

Consumer types

Residential and commercial consumers including electric vehicles

Residential consumers

Residential and commercial consumers

Sector couling

Electricity, heat, gas
and mobility

Electricity and cooling

Electricity and heat

[1] (Fleischhacker et al., 2019b); [2] (Fleischhacker et al., 2018); [3] (Fleischhacker et al., 2019a)
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GL and HA
GL and HA
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[2]
AB and
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AB and
AF
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AB and
AF
AB and
AB and
AF
AB and
GL
AB and
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AF

GL
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AF
HA
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AB and AF
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AF, AB and CC
AF and CC
AF and CC
GL
AF
AF
AB and AF
AF
AF and AB
GL
GL

C. Data for the Energy Community analyzed in Chapter 3

C. Data for the Energy Community analyzed in
Chapter 3
Table 3.: Technical and economic parameters of processes
Process
Photovoltaics
Solarthermal
Hybrid
collector
Electrolyser
Fuel cell
Electric
top-up coil
Gas boiler
Heat pump
(liq-water)
Heat pump
(air-water)
Mikro CHP

inv-cost
in
EUR/building

inv-cost-p
in
EUR/kW

fix-cost
in
% of inv

wacc
in
%

area-per-cap
in
m2 /kW

depreciation
in
a

Source

3,494
4,000

1,038
2,461

1
1

2
2

6.5789
1.25

25
25

Loschan, 2017
Loschan, 2017

6,000

3,000

1

2

6.5789

25

Adam et al., 2014

5,235
4,635

4,278
3,753

1
1

2
2

-

20
20

Kotzur et al., 2017
Kotzur et al., 2017

100

60

2

2

-

25

Lindberg et al., 2016

1,200

600

1

2

-

20

Loschan, 2017 and
Lindberg et al., 2016

17,000

770

2

2

-

20

Lindberg et al., 2016

3,000

1,150

2

2

-

18

Lindberg et al., 2016

1,200

3,400

3

2

-

20

Lindberg et al., 2016

Table 4.: Technical and economic parameters of grids
Grid
Elec. grid
Heat grid
Gas grid

inv-cost
in EUR/m

inv-cost-p
in EUR/kW

fix-cost
in % of inv

400
500
400

390
742
594

1
1
1

wacc
in %

depreciation
in a

2
2
2

40
40
40

Source
Mühlecker, 2016
Mühlecker, 2016
Mühlecker, 2016
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Table 5.: Technical and economic parameters of storages
Storage
Battery
Hot Water
Storage
H2 Storage
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eta
in
%

inv-cost
in
EUR/builing

inv-cost-p
in
EUR/kW

inv-cost-c
in
EUR/kWh

depreciation
in a

wacc
in
%

96

1000

10

1200

15

2

Hiesl, 2018

90

0

1

90

15

2

Lindberg et al., 2016

98

0

0.1

25

25

2

Kotzur et al., 2017

Source

